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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

 

Regulation of Alternative Pre-mRNA Splicing by a Heteromeric Complex of RNA Binding 

Proteins  

 

by 

Parham Peyda 

Doctor of Philosophy in Molecular Biology 

    University of California, Los Angeles, 2024  

Professor Douglas L. Black, Chair 

 

 The Rbfox proteins regulate essential splicing programs in various tissues. These 

proteins have a conserved RNA binding domain that binds to the GCAUG element and 

a C-terminal domain that binds to a large assembly of splicing regulators (LASR), a 

heteromeric complex of RNA-binding proteins. The LASR subunits have varying 

affinities for distinct RNA motifs, yet it is unclear how the Rbfox/LASR complex contacts 

RNA and regulates specific exons. In chapter 2, we map the transcriptome-wide binding 

sites of Rbfox1/LASR via a nuclease-protection assay. These sites contain 

combinations of motifs for Rbfox and LASR subunits hnRNP M, hnRNP H/F, hnRNP C, 

and Matrin3. These regions of RNA are adjacent to many cassette exons and individual 

motifs within them contribute additively to exon activation. LASR influences the target 

recognition of Rbfox by enabling it to activate exons through binding not only to GCAUG 

elements but also to lower-affinity secondary motifs adjacent to LASR binding sites. 
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LASR bound to an RNA binding mutant Rbfox1 regulates additional exons. These 

results demonstrate that the Rbfox/LASR complex regulates splicing through multi-

subunit recognition of cis-regulatory RNA modules, illustrating how splicing signals are 

decoded by combinatorial interactions between RNA-binding proteins.  

In addition to contacting RNA, the Rbfox/LASR complex self-assembles into 

higher-order structures. This process is mediated by homo-oligomerization of a low 

complexity, tyrosine-rich region, called C2, in Rbfox’s C-terminal domain. Self-assembly 

of Rbfox is essential for splicing activation of a subset of its targets. However, it remains 

unclear what parts or motifs within C2, aside from the tyrosine residues, promote 

oligomerization. In chapter 3, we develop two in vitro assays to investigate how the C2 

region of Rbfox2 oligomerizes. We find that different parts of C2 can promote or inhibit 

oligomerization. Furthermore, clusters of differently spaced tyrosines in C2 have distinct 

effects on its self-assembly. These assays and findings can be useful for future 

explorations of Rbfox oligomerization. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction to Alternative pre-mRNA Splicing, Rbfox, and a Large 

Assembly of Splicing Regulators  
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Catalysis of RNA splicing by the spliceosome  

Most organisms use DNA as their genetic material; however, there is great 

variation and complexity as to how this information gets expressed in different cells. In 

prokaryotes, DNA is transcribed to messenger RNA (mRNA) and translated to proteins 

in the same cellular compartment. In contrast, eukaryotic transcription occurs in the 

nucleus and is uncoupled from translation which occurs in the cytoplasm. This spatial 

segregation enables pre-processing steps that eukaryotic pre-mRNA molecules 

undergo, including the addition of a 5’ 7-methylguanosine CAP and a 3’ poly-A tail, prior 

to being translated as mRNAs (Hocine et al., 2010). In addition, most eukaryotic protein-

coding genes are split into expressed regions (exons), which contain coding sequences, 

and intergenic regions (introns), which are mostly non-coding (Gilbert, 1978). Thus, prior 

to being exported to the cytoplasm, most eukaryotic pre-mRNAs undergo splicing, a 

process by which introns get excised out and exons ligated together (Sharp, 1994).  

RNA splicing of pre-mRNA in eukaryotes occurs as two trans-esterification 

reactions where first a 2'-OH group from the branch point adenosine attacks the 

phosphate at the 5' splice site, forming a lariat structure (Padgett et al., 1984; Ruskin et 

al., 1984). This is followed by the 3'-OH group of the upstream exon attacking the 

phosphate at the 3' splice site, leading to the exon-exon ligation and release of the 

intron lariat. In higher eukaryotes, this reaction is mostly catalyzed by the major 

spliceosome, a dynamic RNA-protein complex consisting of five ribonucleoprotein 

subunits, U1, U2, U4, U5, U6 and other protein co-factors (Wilkinson et al., 2020). The 

catalytic core of this spliceosome consists of the U2 and U6 snRNAs that coordinate 

two magnesium cations (Steitz & Steitz, 1993). In addition, splicing can also occur in a 
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self-catalytic manner as seen with Group I and II introns. Group I introns use a 

guanosine cofactor for the initial nucleophilic attack on the phosphate at the 5’ splice 

site and thus do not generate an intron lariat (Cech, 1990). In group II introns, the 

adenosine in a branch point attacks the 5’ splice site to form a lariat, and allows the 

3’OH of the exon to 5’ exon to attack the phosphate at the 3' splice site and therefore 

join the exons (Pyle, 2016). RNA splicing either self-catalyzed or by the spliceosome, 

therefore, is an example of RNA processing by RNA.  

The spliceosome recognizes splice sites and assembles in a stepwise fashion 

(Wan et al., 2020; Wilkinson et al., 2020). The 5’ end of U1 snRNA recognizes the 5’ 

splice site by base pairing with a consensus sequence: 5ʹ-GUAUGU in yeast and 5ʹ-

GURAG in humans. The 3’ splice site contains a 5’-YAG sequence followed by an 

upstream branch site that contains the nucleophilic adenosine: UACUAAC in yeast and 

YNYURAY in humans. In metazoans, there is an additional polypyrimidine tract between 

the branchpoint sequence and the 3’ splice site. In these organisms, the 3’ splice site is 

recognized by the U2AF65–U2AF35 heterodimer and the branchpoint sequence is 

recognized by the SF1/mBBP. Binding of U1 to the 5’ splice site, SF1/mBBP to the 

branchpoint, and U2AF65–U2AF35 to the 3’ splice site constitutes the E complex (Wan 

et al., 2020; Wilkinson et al., 2020).  

After the formation of the E complex, SF1 and U2AF are displaced through the 

action of the DEAD-box helicases Prp5 and Sub2 and the U2 snRNP is recruited to the 

BP sequence, where the U2 snRNA basepairs with the branchpoint (Wilkinson et al., 

2020). This complex containing U1 and U2 is the A complex. In higher eukaryotes, the 

formation of the E and A complexes are the major determinants for choice of splice 
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sites; after these steps an intron is usually committed to being removed. After the 

formation of the A complex, the U4/U6U5 tri-snRNP are recruited to form the pre-B 

complex. The spliceosome then undergoes a series of rearrangements, largely driven 

by action of helicases, to catalyze the splicing reaction and eventually disassembles.   

The 5’ splice site, branchpoint sequence, and 3’ splice site comprise the core 

splicing signals. These splicing signals are highly conserved in yeast. But these 

sequences are mostly degenerate in metazoans, making the recognition of bona fide 

splice site challenging for the spliceosome (Y. Lee & Rio, 2015). So how are exons 

recognized in higher eukaryotes?   

Recognition of exons in lower versus higher eukaryotes  

Recognition of exons in higher eukaryotes is not as straightforward as their 

recognition in lower eukaryotes. It is estimated that only half the information required to 

define exon-intron boundaries are contained within human splice site signals (Wang & 

Burge, 2008). Furthermore, in higher eukaryotes exons are often much shorter than 

introns, with the median human exon length being 131 bp and the median intron length 

being 1747 bp (Piovesan et al., 2019). These large introns often contain decoy splice 

sites which can occur in pairs to constitute pseudo-exons that appear like bona fide 

exons in length and strength but are not spliced (Wang & Burge, 2008). One factor that 

influences the recognition of exons in these organisms is their genetic architecture. 

In lower eukaryotes introns are often short. Therefore, exons can be recognized 

when the spliceosome assembles by U1 binding to the 5’ splice site and U2AF binding 

to the downstream 3’ splice site. This process is called intron definition (De Conti et al., 

2013). However, in higher eukaryotes the downstream 3’ splice site can lie hundreds to 
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thousands of nucleotides away from the 5’ splice site of the exon. In these organisms, it 

is thought that the exon is recognized by U1 binding to the 5’ splice site and U2AF 

binding to the upstream 3’ splice site across the exon through the process of exon 

definition (De Conti et al., 2013; Robberson et al., 1990). The distance between the 3’ 

splice site and 5’ splice site across an exon can affect splicing where shortening the 

exon can lead to steric hindrance and prevention of formation of the exon complex and 

lengthening an exon above 300 nucleotides can lead to activation of cryptic splice sites 

within the exon (Black, 1991; De Conti et al., 2013). Therefore, the genetic architecture 

of eukaryotes plays an important role in distinguishing exons from pseudo-exons.  

In addition to genetic architecture, cis-acting splicing regulators elements (SREs) 

play an important role in control of splice site choice in higher eukaryotes. SREs are 

comprised of exonic splicing enhancers (ESE), exonic splicing silencers (ESS), intronic 

splicing enhancers (ISE), and intronic splicing silencers (ISS) (Black, 2003). Trans-

acting RNA binding proteins (RBP) bind to these elements and influence the choice of 

splice site. These proteins can generally be divided into three families of SR proteins, 

hnRNP proteins, and tissue-specific splicing regulators such as PTBP, NOVA, and 

Rbfox (Fu & Ares, 2014; Y. Lee & Rio, 2015).  

The SR family of proteins play an important role in recognition of splice sites. 

These proteins bind to purine rich ESEs in exons and use their RS domains to recruit 

U1 snRNP to the 5’ splice site and U2AF to the 3’ splice site (Chen & Manley, 2009). In 

contrast, hnRNP proteins generally inhibit the exclusion of exons. For example, hnRNP 

C competes with U2AF65 for binding to splice sites at Alu exons and suppresses the 

exonization of many of these elements in the transcriptome (Zarnack et al., 2013). 
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Another example among the hnRNP proteins is the polypyrimidine tract binding (PTB) 

family. PTB binds to polypyrimidine sequences in intronic regions, inhibiting 

spliceosome assembly by interfering with 3′ splice site recognition in addition to an 

interaction with U1 snRNA (Fu & Ares, 2014). However, it is important to note that these 

general rules for SR proteins and hnRNP P proteins are not always true; these proteins 

can have different effects depending on the context of where they bind.  

Regulation of alternative splicing  

The high degree of conservation of splice site sequences in yeast is correlated 

with the fact that most exons in yeast are constitutive, meaning the same set of exons 

will be recognized by the spliceosome and spliced together (Y. Lee & Rio, 2015). In 

contrast, higher eukaryotes display considerable variability in the degeneracy of core 

splicing signals. This variability results in exons with a range of splice site strengths: 

some adhere closely to the consensus sequence, indicating high strength, while others 

diverge, indicating lower strength. Such variations in splice site strength contribute to 

alternative splicing in higher eukaryotes, where exons may be included or excluded 

from the final transcript in a context-dependent manner (Fu & Ares, 2014). Alternative 

exons generally have splice sites that are weaker compared to the splice sites of 

constitutive exons, allowing for control of their splicing by other factors.  

In humans, alternative splicing is the rule rather than the exception for most 

genes, with an estimate 95% of genes being able to undergo alternative splicing 

(Barbosa-Morais et al., 2012; Pan et al., 2008). This process is now widely recognized 

to be essential in many physiological and diseases processes. The function of 

alternative splicing is likely multifaceted. Through inclusion of different exons, multiple 
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proteins can be made from the same transcript, thereby increasing the complexity of the 

genetic information in higher eukaryotes. In accordance, humans do not possess 

markedly more genes than simpler organisms such as worms or fruit flies. However, 

humans exhibit a higher rate of alternative splicing, correlating with their increased 

complexity (Y. Lee & Rio, 2015). Besides altering the amino acid content of the final 

translated protein, alternative splicing can also modulate the level of gene expression 

through nonsense mediated decay by inclusion or exclusion of exons with premature 

stop codons (Maquat, 2004).  

Alternative splicing occurs in many different forms (Black, 2003). The most 

common form is inclusion or exclusion of cassette exons. In addition, alternative splicing 

can also result in a pair of mutually exclusive exons where two pairs of nearby exons 

are spliced so that only one can end up in the final transcript. Furthermore, there can be 

usage of alternative 5’ or 3’ splice sites that can lengthen or shorten an exon. In 

addition, through usage of alternative promoters or poly(A) sites, transcripts can alter 

their 5’ and 3’ ends, respectively. There is also intron retention, where an intron gets 

retained in the final transcript.  

The regulation of alternative splicing is multifaceted. An important form of 

regulation occurs through the interaction of RBPs with SREs, as discussed previously 

for the choice of splice site. In alternative splicing, the SR, hnRNP, and tissue-specific 

splicing regulators once again become the major players. In addition to regulation by 

SREs and RBPs, the choice of splice site can be affected by RNA secondary structure. 

For example, in the DSCAM transcript a constitutive exon contains a docking site that 

can hybridize to selector sequences that are upstream of a group of alternatively spliced 
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exons in a mutually exclusive manner (Graveley, 2005). This mechanism ensures only 

one exon from the group of alternatively spliced exons is included in the final transcript. 

In addition to RNA structure, transcription can affect alternative splicing through at least 

two modes: 1) CTD of Pol II can recruit splicing factors and influence the inclusion of 

nearby exons and 2) kinetic coupling of transcription and splicing can lead to slower 

elongation promoting inclusion of some exons (Kornblihtt et al., 2013). Regulation of 

alternative splicing, therefore, can occur in a highly context-dependent manner and 

affected by many different processes in the cell.  

The RNA-binding Fox family of proteins 

The RNA Binding Fox family of proteins (Rbfox) are conserved from c. elegans to 

humans (Conboy, 2017). All Rbfox proteins share a conserved RNA-recognition motif 

(RRM) that recognizes a UGCAUG motif and its close variants (Conboy, 2017; Jin et al., 

2003; Underwood et al., 2005). This family of proteins, consisting of Rbfox1, Rbfox2, 

and Rbfox3 in mammals have specific patterns of expression. Rbfox1 is mostly 

expressed in the brain, heart, and muscle. Rbfox2 is ubiquitously expressed. Rbfox3, 

also known as NeuN, is exclusively expressed in the brain (Conboy, 2017; Kim et al., 

2009; Kuroyanagi, 2009). 

The Rbfox genes also undergo complex patterns of splicing and have different 

isoforms. Nuclear isoforms of Rbfox are generally involved in regulating splicing 

whereas cytoplasmic isoforms can bind in 3’ UTR sequences to regulate translation 

(Carreira-Rosario et al., 2016; J.-A. Lee et al., 2016) . In addition, an exon in Rbfox’s 

RRM is repressed through an autoregulatory mechanism and leading to an isoform that 

lacks the ability to bind to RNA and exerts a dominant negative effect on the wildtype 
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protein (Damianov & Black, 2010). Rbfox also has two mutually exclusive exons in its C-

terminal domain. The B40 exon is expressed ubiquitously and the M43 exon is 

expressed exclusively in muscle (Nakahata & Kawamoto, 2005).  

The Rbfox proteins play a crucial role in the nervous system. Rbfox1 deletion in 

the central nervous system of mice heightens their seizure susceptibility, while deletion 

of Rbfox2 impairs cerebellum development (Gehman et al., 2011, 2012). Triple 

knockout of the Rbfox proteins in ventral spinal neurons leads to immature 

electrophysiological activity and diminishment of the axon initial segment (Jacko et al., 

2018). Human mutations in RBFOX1 and RBFOX3 have been associated with familial 

epileptic disorders (Lal et al., 2015; Lal, Reinthaler, et al., 2013; Lal, Trucks, et al., 

2013). Copy number variations at the RBFOX1 locus are associated with autism 

spectrum disorder (ASD) and transcriptomic analysis of ASD patient brains showed 

changes in Rbfox regulated alternative splicing events (Sebat et al., 2007; Voineagu et 

al., 2011). There is also an association between variants in the RBFOX1 locus and an 

increased amyloid burden in the pre-clinical phase of Alzheimer’s disease (Raghavan et 

al., 2020).  

In addition, the Rbfox proteins are also important for cardiac development and 

function. Multiple mutations in Rbfox2 have been linked to hypoplastic left heart 

syndrome (HLHS) (Homsy et al., 2015). These mutations can create a truncated 

Rbfox2, which alters its subcellular distribution and results in dysregulation of a set of 

transcripts by binding to their 3’ UTR sites (Verma et al., 2016). Furthermore, knockout 

of Rbfox2 in mouse and zebrafish hearts can recapitulate many features of HLHS (M. 

Huang et al., 2022; Verma et al., 2022). In addition, transverse aortic constriction can 
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lead to a reduction in Rbfox2 expression and subsequent splicing changes in many 

genes involved in cardiac function and pathology (Wei et al., 2015). Furthermore, 

Rbfox1 expression is lowered in failing human and mouse hearts and induction of its 

expression in mouse pressure overload models can alleviate some pathologies of the 

disease (Gao et al., 2016).     

 Rbfox also plays an important role in metabolism. In the liver, Rbfox2 is 

dysregulated under diet-induced obesity (Paterson et al., 2022). This dysregulation 

leads to changes in many physiologically relevant targets including the Scarb1 gene 

which then leads to an alteration in lipid homeostasis. Rbfox2 is also dysregulated in 

diabetes. In the pancreas, Rbfox2 regulates several genes involved in insulin secretion 

and Rbfox2 knockout mice have insulin secretion defects (Moss et al., 2023). 

Furthermore, dysregulation of Rbfox2 in diabetes leads to expression changes in the 

heart linked to cardiac pathology (Nutter et al., 2016).  

Several studies have analyzed Rbfox’s RNA binding properties. An in vitro 

selection assay initially found that Rbfox binds the GCAUG pentamer (Jin et al., 2003). 

Since this study many more comprehensive in vitro binding assays of Rbfox have been 

carried out and show that Rbfox binds to (U)GCAUG with extremely high affinity and 

can also bind to a few secondary motifs with lower affinity (Begg et al., 2020; Ye et al., 

2023). Rbfox is unusual in its high specificity for GCAUG compared to other RNA 

binding proteins that generally bind to degenerate motifs. An NMR solution structure of 

Rbfox bound to UGCAUGU shows that this protein’s RNA binding domain has the 

canonical RNA Recognition Motif fold of β1α2β3β4α5β6 (Auweter et al., 2006). The last 

three UGU nucleotides are recognized by the β sheet in this structure, a pattern also 
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observed in structures of RRMs of other RBPs. However, the first three UGC 

nucleotides contact a single phenylalanine in the β1α1‐loop that is outside the β sheet. 

In addition, the G2 and A4 nucleotides form a base-pair. This unusual mode of binding 

to RNA by Rbfox is thought to define its high specificity for the GCAUG element.  

Rbfox’s RNA binding has also been studied in vivo in several crosslinking-

immunoprecipitation (CLIP) studies. In CLIP, cells are subjected to ultraviolet radiation 

that creates covalent bonds between proteins that contact RNA. After this crosslinking, 

cells are lysed and a protein of interest is purified via denaturing conditions; its binding 

sites are then determined by sequencing co-purified RNA (Hafner et al., 2021). The first 

CLIP of Rbfox was done on Rbfox2 in mouse embryonic stem cells (mESCs) (Yeo et 

al., 2009). This study showed that, in general, Rbfox2 activates splicing when bound to 

GCAUGs downstream of a cassette exon and represses a cassette exon when bound 

to GCAUGs in its upstream intron. Another CLIP study of Rbfox2 in mESCs revealed 

that this protein controls the splicing of exons with premature stop codons in many 

RBPs and changes their expression levels through this mechanism, contributing to the 

establishment of an autoregulatory network of splicing (Jangi et al., 2014). CLIP of 

Rbfox2 in HEK293 revealed that many of Rbfox’s binding sites can be more than 500 

nucleotides away from its target exons and exert their effect by forming RNA-RNA 

basepairs with sites more proximal to the target exon through formation of an RNA 

bridge (Lovci et al., 2013). The binding sites of Rbfox1/2/3 were also mapped out in the 

mouse brain (Damianov et al., 2016; Weyn-Vanhentenryck et al., 2014). These 

genome-wide studies identified in vivo targets of Rbfox in different biological contexts 

and demonstrated general principles of Rbfox’s regulatory functions. Yet, there is a 
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more limited understanding of how Rbfox’s binding to a specific regulatory element 

leads to its downstream functional consequences.  

There are reports of splicing repression by Rbfox through competition for binding 

sites of snRNP subunits. Rbfox1 and Rbfox2 can repress the inclusion of exon 4 of 

CGRP by binding to a UGCAUG elements in the upstream intron to inhibit binding of 

SF1 and block formation of the E’ complex. Additionally, these proteins bind to a 

UGCAUG in the cassette exon and prevent the transition from E’ to E complex for 

transcripts that failed to be regulated at the first step (Zhou et al., 2007; Zhou & Lou, 

2008). Rbfox proteins also prevent the formation of minor spliceosome E complex by 

binding to a UGCAUG element upstream of exon 9 of the hF1γ transcript and 

repressing the inclusion of this exon (Fukumura et al., 2007, 2009). These studies 

demonstrated that Rbfox utilizes various strategies for splicing repression, including 

direct competition for binding to splice sites.  

But besides binding to RNA through its RRM, Rbfox contains additional domains 

which can engage in protein-protein interactions and affect Rbfox’s binding and activity. 

Rbfox has a highly negatively charged N-terminal domain (NTD) and a low complexity 

tyrosine-rich CTD (Conboy, 2017). MS2 tethering assays indicate that the CTD is 

sufficient for splicing activation when tethered downstream of an exon whereas both the 

CTD and the RRM are needed to repress splicing when tethered to upstream of an 

exon (Sun et al., 2012). This CTD can interact with hnRNP H1 which can affect Rbfox’s 

splicing activity. In addition, Rbfox2 also enhances splicing repression by hnRNP H/F on 

exon IIIc of fibroblast growth factor receptor 2 (Mauger et al., 2008). Rbfox2 also 

activates the exon 16 of protein 4.1R by binding to a UGCAUG element downstream of 
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the exon and recruiting the U1 snRNP through direct interaction of Rbfox’s CTD with the 

zinc finger region of U1C (S.-C. Huang et al., 2012). This study is the only report of a 

direct interaction of Rbfox with a subunit of a snRNP.  

Together these studies demonstrated that the Rbfox proteins bind to GCAUGs 

and employ a diverse set of strategies through protein-protein interactions or 

competition for splice sites of other RNA binding proteins to regulate their targets. 

However, these studies were complicated by the observation that only a small fraction 

of expressed GCAUGs crosslinked to Rbfox (Begg et al., 2020). Furthermore, Rbfox 

crosslinked to sites that lacked this motif or its related secondary motifs. In addition, 

Rbfox’s function was difficult to assess in vitro with splicing extracts, a strategy that is 

used to study the activity of many other regulatory RNA binding proteins (Ying, 2016). 

These observations and previously reported interactions of Rbfox with protein co-factors 

led the Black lab to investigate whether there are additional co-factors of Rbfox that can 

affect its RNA binding and splicing activity.  

A large assembly of splicing regulators  

To investigate the protein partners of Rbfox, the Black lab utilized a new 

biochemical approach. They found that after nuclear lysis many RNA binding proteins 

remain associated with an insoluble pellet that contains chromatin. To examine the 

proteins in this fraction, they treated this pellet with nucleases that digest DNA and RNA 

to solubilize proteins associated with chromatin. Using this method, the Black lab found 

that most of Rbfox in the nucleus is this insoluble pellet and bound to a large assembly 

of (LASR) (Damianov et al., 2016). The members of this protein complex were hnRNP 

M, hnRNP H/F, hnRNP C, Matrin3, NF110, NF45, and DDX5. The LASR subunits were 
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present in near stoichiometric amounts to Rbfox and Rbfox bound to them through its 

CTD (Ying et al., 2017). A more subsequent study found that MeCP2 can also be part of 

LASR (Jiang et al., 2021).  

The presence of Rbfox in LASR partly explained its selectivity for particular 

GCAUG elements and its ability to regulate targets without this motif. GCAUG motifs 

that crosslinked to Rbfox were enriched for adjacent sequences rich in GU-rich 

elements, motifs predicted to bind to the LASR subunit hnRNP M, suggesting 

cooperative binding to these sites (Damianov et al., 2016). Furthermore, splicing 

repression by hnRNP M was stimulated by Rbfox and depletion of hnRNP M affected 

the regulation of a subset of Rbfox’s targets. In addition, some of the sites that Rbfox 

crosslinks to that do not contain GCAUG or related secondary motifs, contain motifs for 

LASR subunit hnRNP C and hnRNP M, suggesting that perhaps Rbfox crosslinks to 

these sites by virtue of being proximal to them through being recruited there by these 

LASR subunits.  

The association of Rbfox with LASR raises several questions: 1) do segments of 

RNA get contacted by Rbfox and other LASR subunits? 2) how does this complex of 

multiple RNA binding proteins that have different specifies for different RNA motifs 

cooperate to recognize their targets in the transcriptome? 3) what are the regulatory 

targets of the Rbfox/LASR complex and how does binding of the complex to these sites 

lead to their regulation? In chapter 2 of this dissertation, we show that there are 

nuclease-protected RNAs present in our purifications containing Rbfox1/LASR 

complexes. These RNAs helped us identify sites that are contacted by Rbfox and 

multiple LASR subunits and understand how this complex gets recruited to its targets. 
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We also analyzed splicing regulation of a wildtype and an RNA binding mutant Rbfox. 

This analysis showed that besides regulating targets that contain nearby GCAUG 

elements, Rbfox also gets recruited to sites lacking this motif via LASR. Moreover, 

Rbfox restricts LASR’s regulatory effects; LASR that is bound to an RNA binding mutant 

Rbfox binds to an additional set of sites and regulates nearby cassette exons.   

The Rbfox/LASR complex sedimented around 45S, a size which is larger than 

expected for a unit complex. It was determined that besides binding to LASR, Rbfox’s 

CTD can also oligomerize and form higher-order Rbfox/LASR complexes (Ying et al., 

2017). Within the CTD, the C2 region contained 10 tyrosine residues that are essential 

for the oligomerization of Rbfox. Furthermore, these tyrosine residues were important 

for Rbfox’s ability to activate a subset of its targets. However, it is not clear if there are 

other specific regions or motifs within C2 that drive Rbfox’s oligomerization and 

contribute to its splicing activity. In chapter 3, we use size-exclusion assay and co-

immunoprecipitation experiments and find that the first potion of C2 drives its 

oligomerization whereas the second portion of the C2 might have an inhibitory effect on 

the oligomerization. Furthermore, we find that different clusters of tyrosines within the 

C2 have distinct effects on the self-assembly of this region.   
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Abstract  

The proteins Rbfox1, Rbfox2, and Rbfox3 regulate alternative splicing in neurons and 

other cells by binding to GCAUG and related secondary motifs. However, Rbfox binds 

only a small fraction of expressed GCAUGs, and how it recognizes its regulatory sites 

remains unclear. In the nucleus, most of Rbfox is bound to a large assembly of splicing 

regulators (LASR), a heteromeric complex of RNA-binding proteins. Subunits of LASR 

have affinities for different RNA elements, and it remains unknown how the Rbfox/LASR 

complex contacts RNA and regulates splicing. We used a nuclease-protection assay to 

map the transcriptome-wide footprints of Rbfox1/LASR. In addition to GCAUG, 

Rbfox1/LASR also binds and protects RNA containing motifs for LASR subunits hnRNP 

M, H, C, and Matrin3. These elements are often arranged in tandem, forming multi-part 

modules of RNA motifs. To differentiate contact sites of Rbfox1 from other subunits, we 

analyzed an RNA-binding mutant Rbfox1(F125A) that remains associated with LASR. 

Rbfox1/LASR complexes with this mutation lost interaction with GCAUG but retained 

binding to elements for LASR. Splicing analysis showed that, beyond the canonical 

mode of activating exons by binding to downstream GCAUGs, Rbfox also stimulates 

exon inclusion by binding to downstream secondary motifs when LASR subunits bind 

nearby. Furthermore, Rbfox restricts LASR’s regulatory targets; when LASR is in 

complex with the RNA-binding mutant Rbfox, it binds new sites and activates additional 

exons. Mini-gene experiments confirmed Rbfox1/LASR activates splicing through 

binding to diverse elements that are combined to yield additive effects. These findings 

demonstrate that Rbfox1/LASR recognizes combinations of tandem RNA elements and 

decodes these combinatorial splicing regulatory motifs. 
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Introduction 

Eukaryotes produce multiple mRNAs from the same pre-mRNA by changing the 

choice of splice sites that define an intron to be excised. This process of alternative 

splicing is regulated by trans-acting RNA binding proteins (RBPs) that bind to cis-

regulatory elements on pre-mRNAs (Black, 2003). RBPs either enhance or repress 

exon inclusion. Their effects depend on their binding position relative to the target exon 

and the actions of other factors binding nearby . Alternative exons usually carry binding 

elements for multiple RBPs that can interact, giving rise to a complex combinatorial 

code that is difficult to unravel (Smith & Valcárcel, 2000; Ule & Blencowe, 2019).  

One family of regulators controlling important splicing programs in the nervous 

system and over development is the Rbfox proteins (Conboy, 2017). These RBPs, 

conserved from c. elegans to humans, are unusual for having a single RNA binding 

domain that is highly specific for the element GCAUG (Begg et al., 2020; Jin et al., 

2003; Lambert et al., 2014; Ye et al., 2023; Yeo et al., 2009). Mammals have three 

Rbfox genes: RBFOX1 is abundant in the brain, heart, and muscle, RBFOX2 exhibits 

broad expression across tissues during development, and RBFOX3 appears exclusive 

to the brain (Conboy, 2017). Each of these genes produces multiple spliced products, 

including cytoplasmic isoforms that regulate translation and other processes, and 

nuclear isoforms that regulate splicing. Besides its conserved RNA binding domain, 

Rbfox also contains a low complexity, tyrosine-rich C-terminal domain (CTD). This CTD 

can homo-oligomerize and also binds to the large assembly of splicing regulators 

(LASR), a heteromeric complex of RBPs consisting of hnRNP M, hnRNP H/F, hnRNP C, 

DDX5, NF-110, hnRNP UL2, NF-45, Matrin3, and in some preparations MeCP2 
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(Damianov et al., 2016; Jiang et al., 2021; Ying et al., 2017). The repetitive tyrosines 

within the CTD are required for assembly of Rbfox/LASR into higher-order complexes 

and its ability to activate splicing. 

Rbfox proteins play critical roles in the development and function of multiple 

organs. In the central nervous system, mutation or aberrant expression of these 

proteins can lead to electrophysiological abnormalities, seizures, and defects in 

cerebellar development in mice, and epileptic and/or autism spectrum disorders in 

human patients (Gehman et al., 2011, 2012; Jacko et al., 2018; Lal, Reinthaler, et al., 

2013; Lal, Trucks, et al., 2013; Vuong et al., 2018). In the heart, dysregulation of Rbfox2 

can lead to hypoplastic left heart syndrome, congenital heart disease, and conduction 

defects in Myotonic Dystrophy 1 (Homsy et al., 2015; Huang et al., 2022; Misra et al., 

2020; Verma et al., 2016). Rbfox2 is also involved in cholesterol homeostasis in the liver 

and controlling insulin secretion from the pancreas (Moss et al., 2023; Paterson et al., 

2022). Moreover, Rbfox2 contributes to epithelial-mesenchymal transition and is 

important for pancreatic cancer metastasis and breast cancer development (Jbara et al., 

2023; Li et al., 2018; Maurin et al., 2023; Shapiro et al., 2011; Venables et al., 2013). 

The in vivo binding sites for RBPs can be identified using cross-linking and 

immunoprecipitation (CLIP) (Hafner et al., 2021). Multiple studies have correlated Rbfox 

cross-linked sites with exons affects by its expression (Begg et al., 2020; Damianov et 

al., 2016; Jangi et al., 2014; Lovci et al., 2013; Weyn-Vanhentenryck et al., 2014; Yeo et 

al., 2009). These analyses confirmed that all three Rbfox proteins bind GCAUG, with a 

preference for UGCAUG, with close variants of this motif also crosslinked. Binding to 
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GCAUGs downstream of an exon usually enhances its inclusion while binding upstream 

generally represses it. 

However, GCAUG is a common pentamer in genomic RNA, and not all GCAUGs 

in the transcriptome crosslink to Rbfox. Conversely, some Rbfox crosslinked sites do not 

contain GCAUG or its related secondary motifs (Begg et al., 2020). These sites might 

contain undefined motifs with an affinity for Rbfox or could arise from Rbfox crosslinking 

by virtue of its proximity to a sequence without a high affinity interaction. Although 

binding sites can be inferred by enriched motifs at the crosslink site, positions of 

crosslinking do not necessarily indicate high-affinity interactions or provide information 

on the extent of RNA surrounding the crosslinked nucleotide that contacts a protein. 

Rbfox’s association with LASR helps explain its selectivity for particular GCAUG 

elements (Damianov et al., 2016; Ying et al., 2017). GCAUGs that crosslink to Rbfox 

are enriched for adjacent elements predicted to bind the LASR subunit hnRNP M, 

suggesting cooperative binding. Furthermore, many Rbfox crosslinked sites lacking 

GCAUG contain predicted binding motifs for the LASR subunit hnRNP M and hnRNP C. 

Integrative analysis of CLIP for Rbfox, hnRNP M, hnRNP C, and SRSF1 indicates that 

Rbfox may regulate targets through direct binding, cooperative binding with a partner, or 

indirect binding via a partner (Zhou et al., 2021). However, it is unclear if these effects 

result from Rbfox co-binding with LASR and how these RNA binding proteins, each with 

affinities for different motifs, work together to recognize their targets.  

In this study, we use a subcellular fractionation and nuclease-protection assay to 

map the transcriptome-wide RNA footprints of Rbfox1/LASR in HEK293 cells. These 

footprints provide information on the extent of RNA contact by the proteins at different 
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regulatory sites. We find that these footprints consist of multi-part RNA elements that 

can bind Rbfox and the LASR subunits hnRNP M, hnRNP H/F, hnRNP C, and Matrin3. 

Comparing footprints of LASR containing wildtype Rbfox1 with an RNA-binding mutant 

F125A allowed us to distinguish the binding sites of Rbfox1 from those of LASR 

subunits. By comparing splicing changes in Rbfox1 wildtype and F125A expressing 

cells, we identify exons dependent on binding by LASR subunits, in addition to exons 

requiring Rbfox binding to GCAUG. Finally, in mini-gene experiments, we find that both 

GCAUG and other elements within the tandem sites exert a positive additive effect on 

exon inclusion.  
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Results  

Mapping Rbfox1/LASR binding sites on chromatin-associated RNA by nuclease-

protection  

We recently described IP-seq as a method to map the sites of U2 binding across 

the transcriptome (Damianov et al., 2023). This protocol involves isolation of epitope 

tagged factors from the chromatin fraction of cells after extraction with nuclease. We 

found that the isolated U2 snRNP in this fraction was bound to protected RNA 

fragments corresponding to branchpoints basepaired to the U2 snRNA. This method 

can potentially map the contact sites of other proteins bound to nascent RNA, assuming 

their binding affinity is sufficient to withstand the nuclease degradation. Using the same 

chromatin extraction, we previously isolated FLAG-tagged Rbfox proteins from HEK293 

cells and examined their co-interacting protein partners. We found that nuclear Rbfox 

proteins were almost entirely bound by the large assembly of splicing regulators, LASR, 

a complex of other RBPs. In this study, we asked whether there were nuclease-

protected RNAs found in our Rbfox/LASR preparations.  

We first engineered a HEK293 line to express FLAG-tagged Rbfox1. Rbfox1 and 

Rbfox3 are not expressed in HEK293 cells, and we previously created a HEK293 cell 

line with the endogenous Rbfox2 knocked out (Damianov et al., 2016). In this study, we 

used this Rbfox deficient line as a recipient for a doxycycline inducible FLAG-Rbfox1 

construct and titrated its expression to levels found in the brain. From these cells, we 

isolated nuclei, lysed them with Triton X-100, and centrifuged the lysate to obtain a 

soluble nucleoplasmic supernatant and a pellet containing chromatin and other high 

molecular weight material (Fig. 2.1A). The chromatin pellet was treated with the 
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Benzonase nuclease, degrading both RNA and DNA, to solubilize material within the 

pellet. Anti-FLAG immunoprecipitates were isolated from both the nucleoplasm and the 

chromatin extract, eluted with FLAG peptide, and analyzed by SDS-PAGE stained for 

total protein (Figure 2.1B). As seen previously, Rbfox1 was more abundant in the 

chromatin extract than the soluble nucleoplasm. This FLAG-Rbfox1 copurified with 

additional bands of roughly equal intensity corresponding to the LASR subunits. Thus, 

as observed previously, the majority of nuclear Rbfox1 is associated stoichiometrically 

with LASR on chromatin (Damianov et al., 2016; Jiang et al., 2021; Ying et al., 2017). 

To examine if any RNA co-purified with the complex, the immunoprecipitated 

material was deproteinized, extracted with phenol-chloroform, DNAse treated, and 5’ 

end-labeled with [γ-32P]ATP. This material was then analyzed by Urea-PAGE and 

autoradiography. As shown in Figure 2.1C, small RNA fragments less than 50 

nucleotides long copurified with Rbfox1/LASR, presumably protected from nuclease 

degradation by their interaction with the complex. To identify these RNAs, we converted 

fragments of 20-50 nucleotides into cDNA using a modified iCLIP library protocol and 

sequenced them.  

The FLAG-Rbfox1 IP-seq yielded 16.5 to 32.7 million reads per replicate with an 

average length of 32 nucleotides (Fig. S2.1A). Across the three replicates, greater than 

60% of the reads mapped to unique locations in the genome, forming clusters of aligned 

reads. We defined 561,273 clusters that contained at least 10 reads in merged 

replicates using the peak caller Yodel (Palmer et al., 2017). Control IP-seq from cells 

that do not express FLAG-Rbfox1 yielded 14 million reads with a 68% mapping rate. 

Interestingly, many of the reads from the control cells aligned at intron branchpoints 
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similar to what we observed with isolated U2 snRNPs (Fig. S2.1B). These reads from 

the control cells are attributed to weak cross-reactivity of the anti-FLAG antibody with a 

subunit of the U2 snRNP. To distinguish bona fide binding sites from background, we 

filtered for clusters that were enriched in the experimental set compared to the 

background set, leaving us with 472,757 clusters. These clusters were mostly 

intragenic, and the majority mapped to introns or 3’ UTRs, similar to Rbfox binding 

patterns measured by CLIP (Fig. S2.1C-D).  

Figure 2.1D shows a genome browser view of fragments that map in introns 

adjacent to an alternative exon of MARK3. Two peaks of protected fragments are 

adjacent to the 5’ splice site of the upstream intron (Fig. 2.1D). These regions are more 

defined than the broader clusters of crosslink sites from a previous eCLIP study of 

Rbfox2 also in HEK293 cells (Van Nostrand et al., 2016). The two IP-seq clusters in this 

region contain distinct sets of motifs. The first cluster contains two GCAUG elements 

along with a downstream GU-rich element. The second cluster lacks GCAUGs and 

instead contains G-rich and GU-rich elements. These non-GCAUG motifs within the 

protected fragments are potential binding sites for the LASR subunits hnRNP M, which 

binds GU-rich motifs (Feng et al., 2019; Ho et al., 2021; Zhu et al., 2022), and hnRNP 

H/F, which binds G-rich elements (Matunis et al., 1994; Uren et al., 2016; Van Nostrand 

et al., 2020). The eCLIP tags in this region are distributed across all these elements. A 

similar pattern is observed in the IP-seq protected fragments adjacent to the 5’ splice 

site of the downstream intron. In this region the protected fragments align in two peaks, 

and each contains a GCAUG element plus other motifs. The eCLIP tags are again more 

broadly distributed across this region. Rbfox crosslinking to regions without GCAUG can 
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occur due to its proximity as part of the LASR complex, whose subunits can bind to 

these sites.   

We then assessed the overlap between Rbfox1/LASR IP-seq clusters and 

Rbfox2 eCLIP clusters. Both the IP-seq and eCLIP clusters were each segregated into 

two groups based on the presence or absence of GCAUG. 50% of GCAUG-containing 

Rbfox2 eCLIP clusters overlapped with 5% of GCAUG-containing IP-seq clusters (Fig. 

S2.2A). The higher fraction of eCLIP clusters overlapping with a small subset of IP-seq 

clusters can be due to a variety of reasons: 1) some Rbfox binding sites might not 

crosslink and therefore be undetected by CLIP, 2) some sites might not have a high 

enough affinity to withstand the nuclease treatment in IP-seq and therefore be 

undetected by this method, and 3) eCLIP and IP-seq clusters are defined using different 

computational approaches, which can result in differences in sensitivity and specificity 

of cluster detection. In addition to the clusters containing GCAUG, 18% of Rbfox2 

eCLIP clusters without GCAUG overlapped with 3% of IP-seq clusters lacking this motif 

(Fig. S2.2B). The overlap of clusters without GCAUG is presumably lower than those 

containing GCAUG since CLIP will mostly detect Rbfox bound sites whereas IP-seq can 

also detect sites bound by LASR. 
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Figure 2.1. Mapping Rbfox1/LASR binding sites on chromatin-associated RNA by 

nuclease-protection.             

A) Experimental design for purifying nuclease-protected RNA associated with 

chromatin-enriched protein complexes through the IP-seq method. B) SYPRO Ruby 

stained SDS-PAGE of immunoprecipitations from parental (-) and FLAG-Rbfox1 

expressing HEK293 cells. C) Urea-PAGE of P32 labeled nuclease-protected RNAs 

purified from immunoprecipitations. D) UCSC Genome Browser view of nuclease-

protected fragments in adjacent introns of Mark3 exon 16. Light blue bars indicate 

position of GCAUGs in transcript and the phyloP conservation across 100 vertebrae 

species is displayed in brown. The IP-seq browser track in black is from parental (-) and 

the blue is from FLAG tagged Rbfox1 expressing cells. Rbfox2 eCLIP from HEK293T 

cells from Van Nostrand et al. is shown in gray. Two regions containing protected sites 
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and CLIP reads are shown in more detail below the plot and motifs are delineated by 

colored bars as indicated in the figure.  

RNA protected by Rbfox1/LASR is enriched in binding motifs for Rbfox and other 

LASR subunits  

 We next searched for RNA motifs that were enriched in nuclease-protected 

fragments relative to their frequency in their total intron sequence. HOMER analysis 

revealed the canonical Rbfox UGCAUG element to be the most enriched motif, found in 

25% of the reads (Fig. 2.2A) (Heinz et al., 2010). Additionally, 30% of the reads contain 

the GCAUG motif, while secondary Rbfox motifs (e.g. GCACG) were less prevalent 

though still significant (Fig. S2.2A). Other motifs were also enriched in the protected 

fragments and these match defined motifs for individual LASR subunits. GU-rich 

elements (GUGUGU, GUUGUU) that are known to bind hnRNP M were present in 21% 

of reads, nearly as enriched as Rbfox motifs. The GUGUGU motif has also been 

reported to be a secondary Rbfox motif (Begg et al., 2020). However, its abundance in 

the protected fragments compared to other secondary Rbfox motifs suggests its 

isolation is likely due to a LASR subunit interaction rather than Rbfox. G-rich, U-rich, 

and CU-rich elements suggesting hnRNP H/F, hnRNP C, and Matrin3 binding, 

respectively, were each present in at least 10% of reads (Ramesh et al., 2020; Zarnack 

et al., 2013). Also among the most enriched sequences was a motif containing UAG 

whose cognate binding factor is not yet clear.  

In an alternative approach, we compared the frequency of pentamers within the 

intronic IP-seq clusters with their frequencies in randomly sampled regions from the 

same introns. Z-scores for these pentamers were calculated, and their distribution is 
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illustrated in figure 2.2B. Pentamers scoring two standard deviations above the mean 

are highlighted and their sequences are shown in figure 2.2C. All these pentamers can 

be classified into motif categories identified in the HOMER analysis. The motifs 

clustered together with the highest z-scores are GCAUG (684), UUGUU (688), and 

UGUGU (681). A population of GU-rich, G-rich, CU-rich, and U-rich elements have z-

scores between 300-600 and another population have z-scores below 300. The most 

enriched UAG containing element, UUAGU, has a z-score of 307. Z-score analysis of 

hexamers gave similar results (Table 2.3.). 
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Figure 2.2. RNA protected by Rbfox1/LASR is enriched in binding motifs for Rbfox 

and other LASR subunits.  

A) HOMER analysis of enriched motifs of 4-6 nucleotides in protected fragments within 

clusters in introns of protein-coding genes. B-C) Z-score analysis of pentamers within 

clusters in introns of protein-coding genes (B). Pentamers with a z-score of 2 standard 

deviations above the mean are categorized and displayed (C). 
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RNA bound to Rbfox1/LASR contains modules of tandem multi-part RNA motifs 

We found that 13% of the GCAUG motifs within expressed transcripts were 

recovered in protected RNA fragments. For the full UGCAUG hexamer, 27% were found 

in RNA fragments (Fig. 2.3A; Fig. S2.5A). This observation is consistent with CLIP 

studies where not all GCAUGs crosslink to Rbfox (Damianov et al., 2016; Jangi et al., 

2014; Lovci et al., 2013; Weyn-Vanhentenryck et al., 2014). Previous findings suggest 

that neighboring motifs may affect Rbfox binding (Damianov et al., 2016). To examine 

this hypothesis, we analyzed motif co-occurrence near protected versus unprotected 

GCAUGs (Fig. 2.3B). GU-rich and U-rich elements, known to be enriched near 

crosslinked GCAUGs, were also more common around protected GCAUGs. More than 

50% of regions containing a GCAUG also contained a GU-rich element. GCAUG and 

other Rbfox motifs were also enriched as a second motif in protected RNAs already 

containing one GCAUG. Furthermore, G-rich, CU-rich, and UAG-containing motifs were 

more frequent near protected GCAUGs. In contrast, C-rich motifs, not enriched in our 

IP-seq, showed similar prevalence around both protected and unprotected GCAUGs. 

Thus, presence of motifs bound by LASR can influence what GCAUG elements Rbfox 

binds to. We also analyzed co-occurrence of these motifs relative to GCAUGs with and 

without a 5’ terminal U (Fig. S2.5B-C). There is a slightly higher occurrence of motifs 

adjacent to GCAUG without a 5’ U compared to UGCAUG, suggesting LASR plays a 

bigger role for Rbfox’s target selection when it binds to a lower affinity motif.  

RBPs within ribonucleoprotein complexes can make direct contact with 

contiguous motifs along an RNA strand (Hennig et al., 2014; Kuwasako et al., 2014; 

Wysoczański et al., 2014). Recognition of such elements can increase the affinity of 
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binding and might confer greater resistance to nuclease digestion. Therefore, we 

assess for co-occurrence of motifs within the same protected fragment. Approximately 

90% of protected fragments with GCAUG also contained at least one other binding 

motif, with U-rich elements being the most common, appearing in 66% of GCAUG-

containing fragments. GU-rich elements were also common, found in 52% of GCAUG-

protected fragments (Fig. 2.3C). Binding of multiple proteins to the same RNA fragment 

might also extend the length of the nuclease-protected region. Accordingly, protected 

fragments containing GCAUG alongside another enriched motif exhibited a mean length 

of 34 nucleotides, compared to 28 nucleotides for fragments containing only GCAUG 

and no other enriched motifs (Fig. 2.3D). The presence of different types of motifs in 

reads is also correlated with different distributions of read lengths (Fig. S2.4). These 

results suggest that Rbfox and LASR can have multiple contact points within the same 

region of RNA.  

To examine the placement of additional motifs relative to the GCAUG, we plotted 

the frequency of other motifs along sequences adjacent to protected GCAUG motifs 

(Fig. 2.2E). All motifs showed a preference to be within 1-10 nucleotides of the 

protected GCAUG and were enriched both upstream and downstream. GU-rich, and 

CU-rich motifs were particularly common directly upstream of the GCAUG, presumably 

a reflection of the enrichment for U as the initial nucleotide of UGCAUG. Interestingly, 

G-rich motifs are usually slightly further away from the Rbfox motif, indicating a 

structural constraint on the co-binding of these two proteins. None of the motifs showed 

an enrichment proximal to unprotected GCAUGs. Notably, U-rich and CU-rich motifs 

showed enrichment approximately 25 nucleotides downstream of unprotected 
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GCAUGs, suggesting that a motif at this distance disfavors binding of Rbfox to the 

GCAUG. In contrast to the LASR elements, C-rich motifs, which are not enriched in the 

Rbfox1/LASR protected RNA, are depleted in sequences adjacent to protected 

GCAUGs. We also analyzed co-occurrence of motifs in protected fragments as a 

separate group from the above analysis of regions containing a protected GCAUG. This 

analysis shows similar patterns of positional enrichment of other motifs relative to 

GCAUG (Fig. S2.5C). Examples showing the presence of multiple motifs in protected 

fragments are shown for the MAD1L1 and LAMP2 transcripts in figure 2.2F.  
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Figure 2.3. RNA bound to Rbfox1/LASR contains modules of tandem multi-part 

RNA motifs                              

A) Fraction of expressed GCAUGs protected by Rbfox/LASR. To be considered in the 

analysis, the GCAUG element must be within in an intron that contains at least one IP-

seq cluster. B) Co-occurrence of motifs in regions surrounding protected (black) and 

unprotected GCAUG (grey). A region extending 50 nucleotides upstream and 

downstream of a GCAUG was defined as the surrounding region. GCAUG-like motifs 

include all Rbfox secondary motifs shown in supplementary figure 2.2. GU-rich motifs 

consist of all pentamers under hnRNP M in figure 2.2, except for GUGUG and UGUGU, 

which form their own category. U-rich motifs cover all pentamers associated with hnRNP 

C, CU-rich includes all motifs under Matrin3, and UAG, encompasses all motifs labeled 

unknown in figure 2.2. C-rich motifs include ten pentamers with the lowest z-scores: 

AAACA, CCAGG, GCCAC, CCUCA, GCCCA, CAGCC, CUCCC, CCAGC, UCCCA, and 

CCCAG. C) Percent of protected fragments that contain GCAUG and other specified 
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motifs. D) Distribution of length of protected fragments that contain GCAUG and motifs 

of LASR subunits compared to fragments with GCAUG that do not contain these motifs. 

Dotted lines are at the mean of the distribution. E) Frequency of motif-occurrences 

surrounding protected (colored) and unprotected (grey) GCAUGs. F) Examples of 

protected fragments containing combinations of motifs in the MAD1L1 and LAMP2 

transcripts. Colors follow the same pattern indicated in panels C-E.     
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Rbfox1/LASR containing the F125A RNA binding mutant Rbfox1 loses binding of 

GCAUG but not LASR binding elements 

To examine the contribution of the Rbfox RNA binding domain to the isolation of 

the protected fragments, we analyzed mutant Rbfox1 protein (Rbfox1(F125A)). This 

mutation eliminates a critical phenylalanine on the RNA binding surface of the domain 

and yields protein with a Kd for GCAUG that is approximately 1500 times higher than 

wildtype Rbfox1 (Auweter et al., 2006). FLAG-Rbfox1(F125A) was integrated into the 

Rbfox2-/- cells and isolated via its epitope tag. Total protein staining of the 

immunoprecipitates yielded a banding pattern matching that of wildtype FLAG-Rbfox1, 

indicating the mutant and wildtype Rbfox1 both interact with LASR (Fig. 2.4A). RNA 

isolated from the Rbfox1(F125A)/LASR complex had a similar Urea-PAGE profile to the 

RNA protected by Rbfox1(WT)/LASR (Fig. 2.4B). This protected RNA was sequenced 

and had similar average lengths and mapping rates to wildtype (Fig. S2.1A). 

Rbfox1(F125A)/LASR protected RNA fragments with different motif frequencies 

than Rbfox1(WT) (Fig. 2.4C). The GCAUG motif was no longer enriched, while all the 

other motifs enriched with Rbfox1(WT)/LASR complex remained, although their 

frequencies shifted (Fig. 2.4C, Fig. S2.6). G-rich (hnRNP H/F) and CU-rich elements 

(Matrin3) were more frequent compared to wildtype. GU-rich elements (hnRNP M sites) 

decreased in frequency when Rbfox binding was lost. DESeq2 was used to analyze 

differential binding between the LASR complexes containing wildtype and F125A 

Rbfox1 (Fig. 2.4D). We classified 24,616 sites as WT enriched, characterized by a 

log2(WT/FA) > 1 and an FDR < 0.05. A total of 26,337 sites were defined as unchanged 

and therefore common between WT and the FA mutant, with log2(WT/FA) values 
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ranging between -0.1 and 0.1. Fewer sites (1,578) were identified as FA enriched, with 

log2(WT/FA) < -1 and an FDR < 0.05. 

We then analyzed motif prevalence in differentially or commonly bound sites (Fig. 

2.4E). GCAUG appeared in 92% of WT enriched sites, but only 3% of FA enriched and 

2% of commonly bound sites. Rbfox secondary motifs (GCUUG, GAAUG, GCACG, 

GUAUG, GUUUG) were moderately more prevalent in WT enriched sites (32%) 

compared to FA enriched (21%) and commonly bound (24%) sites. Conversely, G-rich 

elements were more frequent in the common sites (41%) and FA enriched sites (48%) 

than in WT enriched sites (25%). GU-rich motifs were similarly prevalent across all sites 

(62-70%). U-rich, CU-rich, or UAG containing elements all had the highest prevalence in 

commonly bound sites, followed by WT enriched, and the lowest in FA enriched sites. 

An example of these differentially protected sites is downstream of an Rbfox-

regulated exon in the TSC2 transcript, a gene essential for cell growth (Huang et al. 

2008) (Fig. 2.4F). eCLIP of Rbfox2 exhibited broadly distributed crosslinking across the 

entire region downstream of the exon. In contrast, IP-seq produced two clear peaks of 

protected fragments. The more proximal peak, containing several conserved G-rich 

elements, was bound by both wildtype Rbfox1 (WT) and the F125A mutant, indicating 

that these elements are protected independently of Rbfox's RNA binding domain, most 

likely by hnRNP H/F. A second downstream cluster containing conserved GCAUG motifs 

was isolated with the wildtype Rbfox1, but disappeared in the F125A mutant. Thus, 

Rbfox’s selective affinity for GCAUG is essential for binding to this region and protecting 

it from nuclease cleavage. 
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In another example in the SPHK2 transcript, differential protection by Rbfox 

versus LASR was observed within a single protected region (Fig. 2.4G). In the 

Rbfox1(WT) IP-seq, the predominant peak aligns with a single UGCAUG, but extends 

upstream to include GU-rich, CU-rich, and G-rich elements. In the Rbfox1(F125A) IP-

seq, protection at the UGCAUG site and the upstream CU-rich site decreases 

significantly, while protection of the G-rich and GU-rich regions is maintained. 

Comparison of IP-seq between wildtype and F125A Rbfox can therefore identify 

protected GCAUGs even when they are directly adjacent to other elements.   
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Figure 2.4. Rbfox1/LASR containing the F125A RNA binding mutant Rbfox1 loses 

binding of GCAUG but not LASR binding elements.               

A) SYPRO Ruby stained SDS-PAGE of immunoprecipitation from FLAG-Rbfox1(WT) 

and FLAG-Rbfox1(F125A) expressing cells. B) Urea-PAGE of P32 labeled nuclease-

protected RNAs purified from immunoprecipitations of FLAG-Rbfox1(WT) and FLAG-

Rbfox1(F125A). C) Enriched motifs in protected fragments of Rbfox1(F125A)/LASR 
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from clusters in introns of protein-coding genes. D) Volcano plot illustrating differential 

binding in Rbfox1(WT)/LASR versus Rbfox1(F125A)/LASR as analyzed by DESeq. E) 

Analysis of occurrence of motifs in differentially bound sites. F-G) UCSC Genome 

Browser view of nuclease-protected fragments in the downstream intron of the 129 

nucleotide exon 25 of Tsc2 (F) and an intronic region in SPHK2 (G). Positions of 

enriched motifs in protected sites are indicated with colored bars.  
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Rbfox1(WT)/LASR and Rbfox1(F125A)/LASR each regulate splicing through 

distinct binding sites adjacent to cassette exons.  

Given that LASR can bind to numerous sites in complex with Rbfox(F125A), 

sometimes binding to new sites, we assessed its ability to regulate splicing. We 

compared splicing in cells lacking Rbfox with cells expressing either Rbfox1(WT) or 

Rbfox(F125A) at comparable levels (Fig. 2.5A). PolyA(+) RNA was isolated and 

subjected to standard short-read RNAseq. rMATS was used to identify splicing changes 

in each condition and we discerned three regulation patterns (Fig. 2.5B, Fig. S2.7). 462 

exons were uniquely regulated by the wildtype Rbfox1 (WT-regulated) whereas 542 

exons were affected by both the wildtype and F125A mutant (WT-FA regulated). A 

smaller third set of exons, 288, were regulated by the F125A mutant but not by the 

wildtype (FA-regulated).   

RBPs often have position-dependent effects on their regulatory targets, with 

Rbfox typically activating exons when bound downstream and inhibiting them when 

bound upstream. To examine how protected regions containing different motifs affected 

splicing, we analyzed their frequencies within 500 nucleotides up- and downstream of 

activated and repressed exons of each regulatory class (Fig. 2.5C, Fig. S2.8). Clusters 

from both Rbfox(WT) and Rbfox1(F125A) IP-seq were categorized based on the 

presence of GCAUG, Rbfox-secondary (GCUUG, GAAUG, GCACG, GUAUG, 

GUUUG), GUGU, and G-rich motifs. For exons activated by WT only (first column), 

Rbfox1(WT)/LASR clusters with GCAUG were enriched downstream, consistent with 

previous CLIP results of downstream binding leading to splicing activation. In contrast, 

Rbfox1(F125A)/LASR clusters with GCAUG were seldom found near these exons. 
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Rbfox1(WT)/LASR clusters containing Rbfox secondary motifs, GUGU, and G-rich 

elements were also found more frequently downstream of WT-activated exons 

compared to Rbfox1(F125A)/LASR clusters with these motifs. These data indicate that 

the activation of exons by the wildtype Rbfox1 is highly dependent on binding to 

downstream GCAUG, Rbfox secondary, and LASR RNA elements. 

For the exons activated by both WT and FA (Figure 2.5C, second column), there 

was only limited downstream enrichment of Rbfox1(W)/LASR clusters with GCAUG. 

Rbfox1(WT)/LASR and Rbfox1(F125A)/LASR clusters with Rbfox secondary, GUGU, 

and G-rich motifs exhibited similar enrichment downstream of these exons. These 

exons can apparently be activated by either the wildtype or F125A Rbfox1 binding to 

lower affinity secondary motifs aided by LASR binding to nearby GUGU and G-rich 

motifs. The coincident distributions of wildtype and F125A clusters with GUGU and G-

rich motifs downstream of these exons supports the idea that these exons are regulated 

by both Rbfox and LASR contacts.   

The number of exons activated only by FA was smaller than the other two groups 

making enrichments more difficult to discern. Rbfox1(WT)/LASR and 

Rbfox1(F125A)/LASR clusters containing GCAUG show no clear positional bias. 

However, there were notable enrichments of Rbfox1(F125A)/LASR clusters with Rbfox 

secondary, GUGU, and G-rich elements directly adjacent to the 5’ splice site of some of 

these exons (bottom three graphs in third column of Fig. 2.5C), possibly indicating 

activation by LASR subunits rather than Rbfox1. Interestingly, there were also 

enrichments of Rbfox1(WT)/LASR and possibly Rbfox1(F125A)/LASR clusters 

containing secondary Rbfox and G-rich motifs upstream of some of these exons. These 
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binding patterns raise the possibility that the F125A mutant may sometimes act as a 

dominant negative factor to reverse splicing repression by upstream binding of 

Rbfox/LASR. Such a dominant negative effect has been observed by a splice variant of 

Rbfox that lacks a portion of the RNA-binding domain.  

 We also assessed binding of Rbfox1/LASR around repressed exons (Fig. S2.8). 

For the exons repressed only by WT, Rbfox1(WT)/LASR clusters with GCAUG showed 

modest upstream preferential compared to Rbfox1(F125A)/LASR clusters. This less 

pronounced position-dependent effect of splicing repression compared to activation is 

similar to patterns observed in CLIP (Jangi et al., 2014). Occurrence of protected sites 

containing Rbfox secondary, GUGU, and G-rich elements did not seem to differ 

between the wildtype and F125A IP-seq for this set of exons. In the WT-FA repressed 

set, the prevenance of protected sites containing GCAUG, Rbfox secondary, GUGU, 

and G-rich motifs were low in the IP-seq for both the wildtype and the F125A mutant. 

The same pattern was also observed for the FA repressed exons with no clear 

discernable enrichment patterns present. These results suggest that the mechanism of 

exon repression by Rbfox/LASR is likely more complex compared to exon inclusion.  
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Figure 2.5. Rbfox1(WT)/LASR and Rbfox1(F125A)/LASR each regulate splicing 

through distinct binding sites adjacent to cassette exons.  

A) Immunoblot of FLAG and GAPDH in HEK293 Rbfox deficient, FLAG-Rbfox1(WT), 

and FLAG-Rbfox1(F125A) expressing cells, B) Comparison of regulated exons in 

Rbfox1(WT) and Rbfox1(F125A) expressing cells. The x-axis is the ΔPSI calculated 

from subtracting PSI of the exon in Rbfox1(WT) cells from PSI of the exon in Rbfox KO 

cells. The y-axis is the ΔPSI from subtracting PSI of the exon in Rbfox1(F125A) cells 

from PSI of exons in Rbfox KO cells. Exons that have a ΔPSI in both Rbfox1(WT) and 

Rbfox(F125A) that is greater than 0.15 and are not different from each other by more 

than 0.15 are considered regulated by both WT and FA and are colored red; exons that 
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have a ΔPSI >= 0.15 in WT and <= 0.05 in FA cells are considered WT-regulated and 

are colored blue; exons that have a ΔPSI >= 0.15 in FA and <= 0.05 in WT cells are 

considered WT-regulated and are colored green. All other exons are colored grey. C) 

RNA binding map of Rbfox1(WT)/LASR and Rbfox1(F125A) protected sites in 500 bp 

upstream and downstream of WT-activated, WT-FA activated, and FA-activated exons. 

Clusters are categorized based on the motifs they contain: those with the GCAUG motif, 

those with Rbfox secondary motifs (including GCUUG, GAAUG, GCACG, GUAUG, 

GUUUG), those with GUGU (GUGUG, UGUGU) motifs, and those with G-rich motifs.            
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Multipart elements within Rbfox/LASR binding sites have additive effects on exon 

inclusion 

We next examined the regulatory effects of individual motifs within protected sites 

via mini-gene assays. Exon 16 of the CAMKK2 transcript was previously reported to be 

regulated by PKA and involved in neurite branching (Cao et al., 2011). This exon is 

strongly activated by wildtype Rbfox and not the F125A mutant (Fig. 2.6A). The intron 

downstream of exon 16 contains three clusters with G-rich and GCAUG elements. The 

most proximal cluster, region 1, contains G-rich elements, and a more distal region 2 

contains two GCAUG motifs surrounding a G-rich element. A third protected region, 

region 3, contained a GCAUG motif. All three protected regions were isolated with 

Rbfox1(WT); but binding to regions 1 and 2 was greatly reduced, and binding to region 

3 eliminated with the F125A mutant.  

To assess the regulatory effects of these regions, we leveraged a mini-gene 

construct containing CAMKK2 exon 16, along with 353 nucleotides of upstream and 324 

nucleotides of downstream intronic sequences (Cao et al., 2011). This fragment 

contained the first two protected regions isolated with Rbfox1/LASR and lacks the third 

region. We integrated this fragment into a DUP backbone that any GCAUG elements to 

avoid their possible confounding regulatory effects (Fig. 2.6B). This mini-gene was 

transiently expressed in the Rbfox-/-, Rbfox1(WT), and Rbfox1(F125A) cell lines, with its 

spliced products assayed by RT-PCR. The splicing of this mini-gene recapitulated that 

of the endogenous transcript with exon 16 completely excluded from the mRNA in the 

Rbfox2-/- and Rbfox1(F125A) cells, but strongly included in the Rbfox1(WT) cells 

(Fraction Spliced In, FSI = 0.6, Fig. 2.6C).  
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Given that hnRNP H and F have the potential to bind to the G-rich elements in 

the protected regions, we assessed splicing after siRNA-mediated depletion of these 

proteins. The siRNA treatment of the Rbfox1(WT) cells reduced hnRNP H/F protein 

expression by about 70% (Fig. 2.6D). The exon FSI in the control siRNA treatment was 

0.33 compared to 0.17 after the hnRNPH/F knockdown. Thus, CamKK2 exon 16 is 

highly sensitive to hnRNP/F, which stimulate its splicing.  

To assess the regulatory contributions of individual motifs present in the two 

protected regions, we constructed a series of deletion mutants (Fig. 2.6E). G-rich 

elements were removed from the first or second protected regions, or from both. Loss of 

the first G-rich element reduced exon 16 splicing from 0.6 to 0.18, while loss of the 

second G-rich element reduced splicing to 0.39. Double mutation of both G-rich 

elements further reduced the FSI to 0.06. These two G-rich elements are positive 

regulators of exon 16 and have additive effects on its splicing.  

The GCAUG elements also had effects on exon inclusion. Deletion of the first 

GCAUG motif decreased FSI from 0.6 to 0.13, while excising the second reduced FSI to 

0.43. Consistent with the first GCAUG’s stronger regulatory effect, RNA fragments 

encompassing the first GCAUG are isolated in higher yield than the second, indicating a 

higher affinity for the Rbfox1/LASR complex. Deleting both motifs together brought the 

FSI down to 0.03, indicating that although the first GCAUG exerts a stronger regulatory 

effect, they contribute additively to exon regulation. We also deleted the first G-rich 

region along with both GCAUG motifs. This led to complete exon skipping, mirroring the 

splicing observed in Rbfox deficient and Rbfox(F125A) expressing cells. Thus, hnRNP 
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H/F and Rbfox1, together, provide the splicing enhancement needed to include this 

CamKK2 exon. 

 We also assessed the regulatory effects of motifs in protected sites adjacent to 

an activated exon in MARK3 (Fig. S2.9). This exon was activated in both the wildtype 

and F125A expressing cells, with a slightly higher PSI in the F125A (80%) compared to 

wildtype (66%). The downstream intron of this exon contains three protected sites: the 

most proximal region 1 contains G-rich and CU-rich elements, the middle region 2 

contains GCAUG and CU-rich elements, and the distal region 3 contains GCAUG and 

GU-rich elements (Fig. S2.9A). The region containing this exon, along with 500 

nucleotides upstream and downstream intronic sequences, was cloned into the same 

DUP mini-gene backbone used for the CAMKK2 exon 16 (Fig. S2.9B).  

The splicing pattern of the MARK3 mini-gene largely recapitulates the splicing of 

the endogenous gene. The exon is included in both the wildtype and F125A expressing 

cells and the FSI is higher in the F125A expressing cells, 0.31, compared to the 

wildtype, 0.16 (Fig. S2.9C). We then deleted potential regulatory motifs in protected 

sites and tested their effects on splicing in cells expressing wildtype Rbfox1. Some of 

the elements such as the G-rich element in region 1 and the CU-rich element in region 2 

had almost no effect on the inclusion of this exon, yielding an FSI of 0.17 and 0.14 

respectively. In contrast, deleting the GCAUG elements in either region 2 or 3 resulted 

in less inclusion of this exon, 0.08 and 0.09 respectively, demonstrating that interaction 

of Rbfox/LASR with these elements contributes to the regulation of this exon. 

Interestingly, the CU-rich element in region 1 had the strongest effect on the inclusion of 

this exon, with an FSI of 0.02. Thus, in this exon that is regulated by both the wildtype 
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and the F125A Rbfox1, the element with the strongest regulatory effect is not a Rbfox 

binding site and rather an element for another LASR subunit.  
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Figure 2.6. Multipart elements within Rbfox/LASR binding sites have additive 

effects on exon inclusion.                                                                         

A) Genome browser view of RNA-seq tracks from Rbfox deficient, Rbfox1(WT), and 

Rbfox1(F125A) expressing cells in the CAMKK2 transcript. IP-seq tracks, displayed 

below the RNA-seq, show three protected regions downstream of a Rbfox1(WT) 

activated exons. The sequence features of two of the protected regions are displayed in 

more detail at the bottom. B) Diagram of CAMKK2 exon 16 DUP mini-gene, C) Agarose 

gel electrophoresis of RT-PCR of CAMKK2 exon 16 DUP mini-gene, D) Immunoblot of 

hnRNPH/F siRNA knockdown and agarose gel electrophoresis of CAMKK2 exon 16 

DUP-mini gene in these conditions, E) Diagram of deletion mutants of CAMKK2 exon 

16 DUP mini-gene along with RT-PCR analysis of mutants. 
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Discussion  

Recognition of multi-element RNA modules by the Rbfox/LASR complex 

We previously found that most of Rbfox in the nucleus is associated with nascent 

RNA and bound to LASR, a protein complex containing hnRNP M, hnRNP H/F, hnRNP 

C, Matrin3, NF110/NFAR-2, NF45, and DDX5. Furthermore, Rbfox’s binding to GCAUG 

elements and its splicing activity were affected by the LASR subunit hnRNP M. 

However, at the time it was not clear how RNA gets contacted by Rbfox and LASR. In 

this study, we found that our preparations of Rbfox1/LASR complexes contained small 

fragments of nuclease-protected RNA. This RNA was enriched in GCAUG, in addition to 

motifs for LASR subunits hnRNP M, hnRNP H/F, hnRNP C, and Matrin3. RNA 

fragments with UAG sequences were also enriched. A well-known binder to this motif, 

hnRNP A1, is not present in LASR. hnRNP A1 might be lost during the purification. 

Alternatively, this motif may interact with LASR subunits whose RNA binding properties 

are less characterized. In vitro binding assays, such as RNA Bind N Seq, or in vivo 

approaches, such as CLIP, can unravel binding preferences of yet-to-be characterized 

LASR subunits.  

Complexes of transcription factors often bind to elements of DNA arranged in a 

particular order (Whitington et al. 2011). The overall structural arrangements in these 

complexes put constraints on how their DNA binding proteins contact their motifs. We 

asked if there is a similar optimal arrangement of motifs in RNA that facilitates 

recruitment of Rbfox/LASR. Analysis of positional distributions of different elements 

relative to GCAUG shows that motifs of LASR subunits are often proximal to GCAUG, 

residing within 1-10 nucleotides. GUGUG/UGUGU motifs are often directly upstream of 
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GCAUG while G-rich elements have a slight preference to be downstream. This 

preference hints at a spatial arrangement of LASR subunits relative to Rbfox. However, 

these preferences are smaller than those observed with transcriptional factors. RNA is a 

more flexible molecule than DNA. This flexibility might allow for accommodation of a 

wider range of binding modes across a given sequence. Furthermore, hnRNP M and 

hnRNP H/F all have multiple RNA binding domains. RNA binding domains from the 

same protein might be positioned in different positions relative to Rbfox, allowing for 

binding to motifs positioned in various places across a transcript.  

In c. elegans, the FGFR gene egl-15 is controlled by a downstream 

UGCAUGGUGUGC element. The GCAUG in this sequence is bound by Rbfox and the 

GUGUGC element is recognized by the SUP-12 protein (Kuwasako et al., 2014). The 

structure of a ternary complex of the RNA binding domains of Rbfox, SUP-12, and the 

UGCAUGGUGUGC sequence shows that Rbfox and SUP-12 can simultaneously 

contact this RNA and sandwich the G7 nucleotide between their binding domains. SUP-

12 does not have any direct paralogues in mammals. However, hnRNP M is a well-

known binder to motifs with repeating GU nucleotides. The presence of GCAUG 

elements directly adjacent to GU-rich elements in both c. elegans and humans suggests 

an evolutionary conserved splicing regulatory module. It would be interesting to assess 

if exons that have combinations of these motifs in their adjacent introns show any 

distinct patterns of conservation or tissue-specific expression. Furthermore, a structure 

of Rbfox and hnRNP M co-bound to a segment of RNA containing GCAUG and a GU-

rich element would be interesting to obtain and compare to the Rbfox/SUP-12 structure.  
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We found that LASR in complex with the RNA binding mutant Rbfox1(F125A) lost 

binding to almost all binding sites that contained GCAUG. Although it is expected that 

the F125A mutation would reduce Rbfox’s affinity for these sites, resulting in loss of 

protection, many of these sites also contained motifs for LASR. Therefore, affinity of 

LASR subunits for these sites is not sufficient for tight binding and protection from the 

nuclease cleavage. Rbfox likely drives LASR to bind to motifs in these regions through 

its highly specific and strong interaction with GCAUG. LASR, in turn, specifies Rbfox’s 

binding to GCAUGs that are adjacent to its own motifs. Rbfox/LASR’s target 

recognition, therefore, is shaped by a balance between the highly specific interaction of 

Rbfox with GCAUG and the more versatile recognition of RNA by LASR. Many 

Rbfox1/LASR protected sites also entirely lack GCAUGs. We found that for regions that 

lack GCAUG but have either GU-rich or G-rich elements, multiple copies of the same 

motif are often placed in tandem. The multiple RNA binding domains present in hnRNP 

M and hnRNPH/F likely enable them to bind stably to sites with repeated binding 

elements.  

Regulation of alternative splicing by combinatorial interactions between Rbfox 

and the LASR co-factors  

Splicing regulators often form networks. Changes in expression of one regulator 

can lead to direct splicing changes by binding to cis-regulatory RNA elements and 

indirect splicing changes by altering the expression of other splicing regulators. The 

Rbfox proteins coordinate essential splicing programs in neurons, muscle, and other 

tissues. Their regulatory effects are thought to arise from binding to GCAUG elements 

near cassette exons. It is also known that Rbfox binds to other protein co-factors. 
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However, it is not clear how Rbfox’s interactions with its co-factors shape splicing 

programs within cells.  

In addition to exon activation by binding downstream GCAUG elements, we find 

that Rbfox also activates splicing by binding to secondary motifs adjacent to LASR 

elements. Previous studies have shown that increased Rbfox levels during neuronal 

development enhance its binding to these secondary motifs (Begg et al., 2020). We 

show that beyond increased site occupancy due to higher concentrations, Rbfox's 

association with LASR co-factors can also drive its binding to these secondary motifs. 

LASR’s association with Rbfox, therefore, broadens its regulatory repertoire and allows 

Rbfox to activate an additional set of exons. It will be important to investigate what 

physiological processes involve splicing events dependent on regulatory regions 

containing Rbfox secondary motifs and LASR motifs.  

RBFOX genes can express protein isoforms that lack the second half of their 

RNA Recognition Motif (RRM). The expression of this Rbfox(ΔRRM) is auto-regulated 

by full-length Rbfox binding to a GCAUG element upstream of an exon that is part of the 

RRM and repressing it (Damianov & Black, 2010). This isoform produces a stable 

protein and is thought to act in a dominant negative manner to repress splicing 

regulation by the full-length isoform. Here, we find that when Rbfox’s affinity for GCAUG 

is reduced, it also influences binding of the LASR complex in the transcriptome. LASR 

in complex with the F125A Rbfox1 mutant binds to new regulatory sites and results in 

alternative splicing changes. IP-seq of LASR in complex with Rbfox(ΔRRM) could 

reveal whether this complex can also bind to novel regulatory sites. By changing the 
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targets of LASR, the ΔRRM mutant might lead to splicing changes that are beyond its 

role as a dominant negative actor.  

Mini-gene experiments show that regulatory elements adjacent to a cassette 

exon exert an additive effect. Many of these elements are in discrete protected sites that 

occur spaced apart from each other. The Rbfox/LASR complex can multimerize into 

higher-order structures through Rbfox’s low complexity tyrosine-rich C-terminal domain. 

It was previously shown that this multimerization is important for Rbfox’s ability to 

activate splicing. The discrete nature of the protected sites may be due to each site 

binding a single Rbfox/LASR particle. The larger Rbfox/LASR complex, which is 

multimerized, could bridge these individual particles across the sites, enhancing the 

affinity of the RNA binding proteins (RBPs) at various elements. It would be interesting 

to examine the nuclease-protected RNAs within LASR complexes containing Rbfox 

variants that lack multimerization capabilities.  
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Methods  

Table 2.1. Antibodies  

FLAG MilliporeSigma F3165 

GAPDH Invitrogen  PA1-987 

hnRNPH/F Santa Cruz Biotechnology  sc-32310 

 
Cell culture conditions  

The growth medium used was 90% DMEM ([+] 4.5 g/L glucose, L-glutamine[-] 

sodium pyruvate, Corning) and 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum (Omega scientific). Cells 

were cultured at 37 °C with 5% CO2 and monitored for mycoplasma contamination 

using the PCR-based VenorGeM® Mycoplasma Detection Kit. 

Cell lines  

Flp-In™ T-REx™ 293 Cell Line (ThermoFisher Scientific) is the parental line for 

all derived cell lines. As previously described, a Rbfox-deficient line was derived from 

the parental line by CRISPR/Cas9 deletion of the first constitutive Rbfox2 exon. FLAG-

Rbfox1(WT) and FLAG-Rbfox1(F125A) were integrated into the FRT site and a mixed 

population of each respective line was selected via hygromycin treatment. Cells were 

treated for 48 hours with doxycycline to induce expression of transgenes.  

Plasmid construction 

FLAG-Rbfox1(WT): Rbfox1 with a n-terminal 1x FLAG tag was cut out of 

pcDNA3.1 and ligated into the pcDNA™5/FRT/TO vector via restriction cloning using 

HindIII-HF and XhoI sites. 

FLAG-Rbfox1(F125A): Based on the study by Auweter et al. a critical residue in 

Rbfox’s RBD is phenylalanine 126 in the Swissprot Q9NWB1 entry. This phenylalanine 

(underline here VSNIPFRFRD) is at position 125 in our Rbfox1 construct. We mutated 
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this phenylalanine to an alanine in the pcDNA5/FRT/TO FLAG-Rbfox1(WT) vector via 

site-directed mutagenesis PCR using primers Rbfox1(F125A)_F and Rbfox1(F125A)_R. 

CAMKK2 exon 16 splicing reporter: the CAMKK2 exon 16 splicing reporter 

construct used by Cao et al. was obtained from Jiuyong Xie. The region of this construct 

containing CAMKK2 was subcloned into the DUP-51M1 backbone by restriction cloning 

via BglII and ApaI sites. This backbone, developed in Damianov et al, has all GCAUG 

motifs and potential hnRNP M sites mutated. This DUP-51M1 CAMKK2 exon 16 

construct was used as the splicing reporter in this study. Deletions of regulatory 

elements in Figure 4 were done on this mini-gene by site-directed mutagenesis via the 

following primers: ΔG1 = CAMKK2_ΔG1_F + CAMKK2_ΔG1_R, ΔG2 = 

CAMKK2_ΔG2_F + CAMKK2_ΔG2_R, ΔGCAUG1 = CAMKK2_ΔGCAUG1_F + 

CAMKK2_ΔGCAUG1_R, ΔGCAUG2 = CAMKK2_ΔGCAUG2_F + 

CAMKK2_ΔGCAUG2_R.  

Mark3 exon 16 splicing reporter: a region comprising exon 16 along with 522 

nucleotides in the upstream and 539 nucleotides in the downstream intron was PCR 

amplified with the following primers containing ApaI and BglII cut sites: MARK3_F_ApaI, 

MARK3_R_BglII. This amplified region was cloned into the The DUP-51M1 backbone 

via restriction cloning using the BglII and ApaI sites. Regulatory elements shown in 

supplementary figure 9 were deleted via site-directed mutagenesis PCR primers: ΔGU-

rich1 = MARK3_ΔGU_rich1_F + MARK3_ΔGU_rich1_R, ΔCU-rich1 = 

MARK3_ΔCU_rich1_F + MARK3_ΔCU_rich1_R, ΔCU-rich2 = MARK3_ΔCU_rich2_F + 

MARK3_ΔCU_rich2_R ΔGCAUG2 = MARK3_ΔGCAUG2_F, MARK3_ΔGCAUG2_R, 

ΔGCAUG3 = MARK3_ΔGCAUG3_F, MARK3_ΔGCAUG3_R.  
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Table 2.2. Oligos 

Name  Sequence  

Rbfox1(F125A)_F CACGGTTCCGGGATCCAGA 

Rbfox1(F125A)_R CAGGGATGTTGGACACATGC 

CAMKK2_ΔG1_F CTGCAGAGCACGGGGGCATCC 

CAMKK2_ΔG1_R GCCCCAGCAGAGGCTACGGC 

CAMKK2_ΔG2_F GCGGGTGCATGGCGCTCC 

CAMKK2_ΔG2_R ACATGCATGACCCACCATTGGGTCC 

CAMKK2_ΔGCAUG1_F TGGGCTGGGGCTGCGGGT 

CAMKK2_ΔGCAUG1_R ATGACCCACCATTGGGTCCAAGCCC 

CAMKK2_ΔGCAUG2_F GCGCTCCAGCTGGAATGCCTGAG 

CAMKK2_ΔGCAUG2_R ACCCGCAGCCCCAGCCCAC 

MARK3_F_ApaI CTGAGGGCCCGCCGAGGTGGGCTGATCACTTG 

MARK3_R_BglII ATGCAGATCTCTGCTACGCAGCTGTTCAC 

MARK3_ΔGU_rich1_F GCTTTCTGGCCCTGTTTTTTC 

MARK3_ΔGU_rich1_R CTAATGTTAATTGCAGGAGCCATTTGGG 

MARK3_ΔCU_rich1_F CCAAACCTAATGTTAATTGCAGGAG 

MARK3_ΔCU_rich1_R GGCCCTGTTTTTTCCTTATAAACTAAAC 

MARK3_ΔCU_rich2_F TACACAGAGCATGCATCAGC 

MARK3_ΔCU_rich2_R GGTAGAATTATTTAGCATCCAAATAATTCTG 

MARK3_ΔGCAUG2_F ATCAGCCTTTTGTTGCATGG 

MARK3_ΔGCAUG2_R CTCTGTGTATTTTCTTTCTTTGGTAGAATTATTTAG 

MARK3_ΔGCAUG3_F TAAGTGTTATTAGTATGAAGACAGAATTATTTG 

MARK3_ΔGCAUG3_R CTCCTGTTTGAAGAATGAGATGC 

Dup8a CTCAAACAGACACCATGCATGG 

Dup10 CAAAGGACTCAAAGAACCTCTG 

 
Purification of ribonucleoprotein complexes   

Rbfox/LASR complexes were purified as previously described (Damianov et al. 

2016). To isolate nuclei, cells were grown to 80-90% confluency and harvested. Cell 

pellets were resuspended in nine volumes of ice-cold homogenization buffer (10 mM 

HEPES-KOH pH 7.6, 15 mM KCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1.8 M sucrose, 5% Glycerol, 0.15 mM 

Spermine, 0.5 mM Sperimidine) and homogenized with the gentleMACS homogenizer. 

The homogenate was overlaid onto 10 mL of ice-cold cushion buffer (10 mM HEPES-

KOH pH 7.6, 15 mM KCl, 1 mM EDTA, 2.0 M sucrose, 10% Glycerol, 0.15 mM 
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Spermine, 0.5 mM Spermidine) in a SW32Ti ultracentrifugation tube and centrifuged 

with at 28,100 rpm (96,970 g) for 1 hr at 4°C.  

To lyse nuclei and obtain an extract from the chromatin containing pellet, 

supernatant and cushion buffer were discarded and the pelleted nuclei were suspended 

in 1 mL of nuclear resuspension buffer (10 mM HEPES-KOH pH 7.6, 15 mM KCl, 1 mM 

EDTA, 0.15 mM spermine, 0.5 mM spermidine) and aliquoted into three separated 

tubes of equal volume. The samples were centrifuged for 5 mins at 1k rcf, the 

supernatant was discarded, and the nuclei were resuspended in at least 10x volume of 

nuclear lysis buffer (20 mM HEPES-KOH pH 7.6, 150 mM NaCl, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 0.5 mM 

DTT, 1x protease inhibitors, and 0.6% Triton X-100) and kept on ice for 5 mins for 

nuclear lysis. This lysate was then centrifuged at 20k rcf for 10 mins and the 

supernatant was kept as the nucleoplasm portion. The same volume as the 

nucleoplasm portion of the nuclear lysis buffer was added to the pellet and Benzonase 

nuclease was added to all nucleoplasm and pellet-containing samples to a final 

concentration of 5 units/ul. The nuclease digestion was done until the pellet could be 

resuspended by a P200 ul tip. The nuclease treated samples were then centrifuged at 

20k rcf for 10 mins and the supernatant was kept and the pellet was discarded.  

To perform immunoprecipitations, the supernatant was added to 7.5 ul of packed 

M2 FLAG agarose beads (Sigma) and this mixture was rotated overnight at 4°C. The 

beads were washed 5x with each wash containing 1 mL of wash buffer (20 mM HEPES-

KOH pH 7.6, 150 mM NaCl, and 0.05% Triton X-100). 50 ul of elution buffer (20 mM 

HEPES-KOH pH 7.9, 150 mM NaCl, and 150 μg/ml of 3xFLAG peptide) was then added 
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to the beads and this mixture was agitated intermittently (15 sec on, 4:45 min off) at 

1100 rpm at 4°C for 1 hr. Supernatant was saved as eluate for further processing.  

SDS-PAGE analysis of purified complexes   

For visualization of immunoprecipitated Rbfox/LASR complexes, 20% of eluate of 

immunoprecipitated material was denatured and run on a NuPAGE® Novex 4-12% Bis-

Tris gel. The gel was then stained with SYPRO Ruby (ThermoFisher Scientific) 

overnight following the manufacturer's instructions. Stained gels were imaged with the 

Amersham Typhoon.  

Urea-PAGE analysis and sequencing of nuclease-protected RNA  

For all phenol-chloroform extractions, the aqueous phase was separated from 

the organic phase using Phase Lock Gel Heavy tubes (QuantaBio). All ethanol 

precipitations were done overnight at -20°C and glycoblue was used. 40% of the 

immunoprecipitated material was deproteinized with Proteinase K and an acid-phenol 

chloroform extraction followed by ethanol precipitation was done. This material was then 

DNAse treated and dephosphorylated in a one-pot reaction containing TurboDNAse and 

FastAP Thermosensitive Alkaline Phosphatase. This material was then treated with 

Proteinase K followed by a phenol-chloroform extraction and ethanol precipitation. 5% 

of this material was used for end-labeling and the rest was used to make sequencing 

libraries. T4 PNK was used to ligate γ-[32P] ATP (Perkin Elmer) to 5’ end of the RNA. 

This material was denatured with formamide and run on a 10% Urea-PAGE. The gel 

was dried and used to generate an autoradiograph which was imaged with the 

Amersham Typhoon. The other 95% of the material was used to prepare sequencing 
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libraries using a modified iCLIP library preparation protocol (Damianov et al. 2024). This 

library was sequenced with the NovaSeq 6000 SP 2x100bp.  

Sequencing RNA for splicing analysis  

Total RNA was extracted using Trizol. This RNA was purified via Zymo’s RNA 

Clean & Concentrator-5 Kit, including a DNAseI treatment (R1013). cDNA was prepared 

from poly-A selected RNA using the Illumina TruSeq kit. This cDNA was sequenced in 

one lane of the NovaSeq X.  

For assessing expression of Rbfox proteins in the RNA-seq experiment, 50% of 

harvested cells were lysed with RIPA. Total protein concentrations were measured with 

Pierce BCA kit and the same amount of total protein was denatured and analyzed per 

sample with 10% SDS-PAGE. Immunoblotting was done by transferring the samples to 

a PVDF membrane and probing with FLAG and GAPDH primary antibodies and 

fluorescent secondary antibodies.   

Mini-gene analysis  

All transfections and the subsequent steps were done in triplicate for all the 

constructs tested. A mixture of lipofectamine 2000 and the construct of interest was 

added to cells in complete growth medium and incubated for 6 hrs at 37 °C. The media 

was then changed to fresh complete growth medium and cells were incubated and 

harvested the next day after 24 hrs of being transfected. Total RNA was extracted as 

described in the “RNA-sequencing for splicing analysis” section. 4.5 ug of this RNA was 

reverse transcribed via SuperScript™ (Invitrogen) and an oligo with 20 dT nucleotides. 

PCR amplifications were done on this cDNA using Dup8a and Dup10 primers via the 

GoTaq Green Master Mix (Promega). Amplified material was run on a 2% agarose gel, 
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stained with SYBR Gold, and imaged via the iBright Imaging System (ThermoFisher 

Scientific). 

siRNA knockdown of hnRNPH/F 

For hnRNPH/F siRNA knockdowns, siHNRNPH/F or siCONTROL were used to 

transfect cells with Lipofectamine RNAiMAX (Invitrogen) per manufacturer’s protocol. 

After 5 hours, medium was change to complete growth medium and cells were 

incubated for 24 hours. Another transfection was then done with siHNRNPH/F or 

siCONTROL using lipofectamine 2000 with both conditions including the DUP-51M1 

CAMKK2 exon 16 construct. After 5 hours, medium was change to complete growth 

medium and cells were incubated for 48 hours. Cells were subsequently harvested and 

split into two equal portions to be used for RNA extraction and RIPA lysis followed by 

immunoblotting.  

Mapping IP-seq sequencing data and defining clusters  

Samples were demultiplexed, PCR duplicates were removed, and the reads were 

mapped to hg38 using STAR (Dobin et al., 2013). Yodel was used to define clusters in 

regions containing at least 10 reads in merged replicates. RPKM values of clusters were 

calculated with the SeqMonk software (v1.45.4, Babraham Institute). A chi-squared test 

was performed comparing RPKM of size-matched clusters from the experimental to the 

control IP-seq clusters. All clusters with an FDR < 0.05 and log2(sample/control) > 0 

were called as significant and further processed.  

Analysis of clusters in different gene types and genomic regions 

Clusters were annotated based on Ensembl Canonical genes annotations. Based 

on the annotations, the percent of clusters that fell into different gene types and regions 
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were determined. To define clusters in introns of protein-coding genes, intronic sites that 

also resided in regions annotated as snRNA, miRNA, scaRNA, snoRNA, ncRNA, and 

lncRNA in Ensembl canonical genes or NCBI Refseq databases were discarded.  

Motif enrichment analysis 

Reads that fall into clusters in introns of protein-coding introns were extracted. A 

background set was generated by sampling random regions from introns that contained 

the clusters. The background set of reads were 4x higher than the experimental. 

HOMER was used for motif analysis via the following command: findMotifsGenome.pl 

<experimental set> hg38 <output file> -bg <background set> -rna -len 4,5,6 -S 10 -size 

given.  

Enrichment of pentamers and hexamers was determined by comparing their 

frequency in clusters within introns of protein-coding genes to randomly sampled 

regions from introns that contain clusters. Z-scores were determined for these 

pentamers and hexamers. Pentamers having a z-score greater than 2 standard 

deviations above the mean were considered significant.  

Determining protected vs unprotected GCAUGs  

The SeqKit software was used to calculate coordinates for all (U)GCAUG, 

UGCAUG, and GCAUG (without a 5’ U) elements (Shen et al., 2016). Expressed 

elements were defined as those present in introns that contained at least one IP-seq 

cluster. We then determined the protection status of these elements by assessing their 

overlap with IP-seq clusters. The percent of protected versus unprotected elements was 

calculated accordingly.  

Motif co-occurrence analysis 
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To determine co-occurrence of GCAUGs with other motifs, a region of 50 

nucleotides upstream and 50 nucleotides downstream of each GCAUGs was defined. 

The number of these GCAUG adjacent regions that contained at least one motif falling 

into a category was then determined. The percent co-occurrence was determined by 

dividing the total number of GCAUGs with a motif in their adjacent region vs total 

number of GCAUGs.  

 For quantifying how many protected fragments containing GCAUGs also 

contained another motif, protected fragments from clusters in introns of protein-coding 

genes were annotated with HOMER. The co-occurrence of GCAUG with other motif 

types was then determined based on this annotation. Furthermore, these annotated 

protected fragments were used to generate plots of the distribution of length of reads 

associated with different types of motifs.  

 To generate plots displaying the positional frequency of motifs around GCAUGs, 

GCAUG was considered to be at position 0. If a motif was found starting at 1 nucleotide 

downstream of a GCAUG it was considered to be at position 1. Conversely, if a motif 

was found starting at 1 nucleotide upstream of a GCAUG, it was considered to be at 

position -1. The number of times a motif occurred at each position was then determined 

relative to GCAUGs for all motifs in each motif category. Then the total number of times 

a motif occurred at a given position was divided by the total number of GCAUGs to 

determine the fraction of regions with a given motif type. A plot was then generated to 

display this fraction for different motif types surrounding unprotected and protected 

GCAUGs separately.    

Differential binding analysis via DESeq  
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All significant clusters of Rbfox1(WT)/LASR and Rbfox1(F125A)/LASR were 

merged. To avoid merging overlapping clusters into a single bigger cluster, the clusters 

were shortened to only include the region that is covered by 50% of the total reads 

within clusters. DEseq analysis was performed on this merged set of clusters comparing 

wildtype to F125A IP-seq. Differentially bound sites were defined as the following: WT 

enriched sites have a log2FoldChange (WT/FA) >=1 and FDR < 0.05, FA enriched sites 

have a log2FoldChange (WT/FA) <= -1, common sites have a log2FoldChange (WT/FA) 

> -0.1 and < 0.1. 

Splicing analysis of sequenced RNA via rMATS  

Alternative splicing was analyzed by rMATS. Pairwise comparisons were done for 

WT vs KO, FA vs KO, and WT vs FA. Exons that had a |ΔPSI| >= 0.15, FDR <= 0.05, 

and at least 5 reads in each replicate were considered regulated. Exons considered co-

regulated by WT or FA also had a |ΔPSI(WT-KO) - ΔPSI(FA-KO)| <= 0.15.  

Mapping clusters around regulated exons  

Regulated exons as defined above that had a ΔPSI >= 0.15 were defined as 

activated and with a ΔPSI =< -0.15 were defined as repressed. Upstream and 

downstream intronic regions were defined by the region spanning the cassette exon and 

its adjacent exons as determined by rMATS. Clusters that occurred in these regions 

were extracted and split according to the elements they contained. The occurrence of 

clusters containing elements of interest were assessed at every single nucleotide in 

both the upstream and downstream introns. The total number of clusters that occurred 

at a given nucleotide were summed and divided by the total number of activated exons 

to give the fraction of regions containing clusters with an element of interest.  
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Supplementary data  

 

Supplementary Figure 2.1. Sequencing, mapping, and read length statistics of 

RNA fragments isolated from control and Rbfox1/LASR preparations.  

A) Table summarizing read information. The barcodes are for sample demultiplexing. 

Reads are the total number of sequencing reads associated with each sample. Unique 

reads are how many reads are left after removing PCR duplicates. Unique mapped 

reads are the reads after mapping with STAR and the % mapped is also included. The 

average read length for each sample is also included. B) Genome browser view of 

control and FLAG-Rbfox1 IP-seq tracks across the Mark3 gene. C-D) Distribution of IP-

seq clusters across different types of genes (C) and genomic regions (D). 
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Supplementary Figure 2.2. Comparison of Rbfox1 IPseq to Rbfox2 eCLIP in 

HEK293 cells.                                  

A-B) Venn diagram showing overlap of IP-seq and eCLIP clusters with GCAUG (A) and 

without GCAUG.  
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Supplementary Figure 2.3. Sequence motifs enriched in Rbfox1(WT)/LASR bound 

RNAs identified by Homer.                          

All motifs of 4-6 nucleotides in protected fragments in clusters within protein-coding 

introns identified as significant by HOMER.  
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Supplementary Figure 2.4. Length distributions of protected fragments containing 

different motifs.                      

Distribution of length of protected fragments from clusters in introns of protein-coding 

genes. containing different combinations of motifs. The first column contains distribution 

of length of reads for protected fragments that only contain the motif specified. The 

second column contains distribution of length of reads for fragments that contain 

GCAUG and another motif as specified on the plot.  
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Supplementary Figure 2.5. Co-occurrence of GCAUG with other motifs.              

A) Fraction of (U)GCAUG, UGCAUG, and GCAUG protected by Rbfox/LASR. B) Co-

occurrence of motifs in regions surrounding protected and unprotected UGCAUG 

(green) and GCAUG (brown). C) Frequency of motifs in positions that are co-protected 

and unprotected relative to GCAUG 
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Supplementary Figure 2.6. Motifs enriched in Rbfox1(F125A)/LASR IP-seq 

fragments identified by Homer.                         

All motifs of 4-6 nucleotides in protected fragments in clusters of Rbfox1(F125A)/LASR 

within protein-coding introns identified as significant by HOMER.  
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Supplementary Figure 2.7. rMATS analysis of splicing changes induced by Rbfox1 

wildtype and Rbfox1(F125A).        

A) rMATS analysis of sequenced RNA from Rbfox(WT) expressing, Rbfox1(F125A) 

expressing, and Rbfox-deficient cells (KO). Events shown all have a ΔPSI >=0.1, FDR 

<=0.05, total reads across two conditions >=50. Events with ΔPSI <=0.05 or >=0.95 

were removed.  
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Supplementary Figure 2.8. RNA binding map of Rbfox1(WT)/LASR and 

Rbfox1(F125A) protected sites in 500 bp upstream and downstream of WT-

repressed, WT-FA repressed, and FA-repressed exons                                                                                                             

A) Clusters are categorized based on the motifs they contain as described in figure 5. 

The total number of clusters aligning at each nucleotide was calculated and divided by 

the total number of exons in their respective categories to obtain the  
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Supplementary Figure 2.9. Mini-gene analysis of Mark3 exon 16 splicing.           

A) UCSC genome browser view of Mark3 exon 16 and its upstream and downstream 

intron and exonic regions including RNA-seq tracks and IP-seq tracks. Protected 

regions downstream of this exon are delineated in the figure and detailed sequence 

composition is shown below. B) Diagram of DUP mini-gene containing Mark3 exon 16 

and 500 bp upstream and 500 bp downstream intronic regions. C) RT-PCR of Mark3 

DUP mini-gene in Rbfox-deficient, Rbfox1(WT) expressing, and Rbfox1(F125A) 

expressing cells. D) Diagrams of deletion mutagenesis in Mark3 DUP mini-gene. E) RT-
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PCR of mini-gene deletion mutants.  

 

 

Table 2.3. Enriched hexamers   

hexamer Z-score hexamer Z-score hexamer Z-score 

UGCAUG 910.5486 UGGGUG 214.37959 GGUUAG 155.79566 

GUGUGU 618.4542 GCAUGA 211.21197 UAUGUG 155.55832 

UGUGUG 615.514 CUUUUU 211.00306 UGUCUU 155.07912 

UUUGUU 614.4124 GGUGGU 210.37185 UUAGUG 154.77173 

UUGUUU 535.0437 UUAGUU 209.17559 UGAGGG 153.88799 

GCAUGU 520.3652 GUAGGG 209.05785 GGAUGG 153.87317 

GGGGUG 460.3296 GGUAGG 207.24814 GGUUGU 153.59926 

GGGUGG 451.1739 GGGAGG 207.2155 UGCUUG 153.58753 

UGUUGU 445.35 GUAUGU 205.69331 GUUUAG 153.3041 

UGUUUG 431.09 UAGUGU 204.45713 GGUGUG 153.23649 

GUUUGU 430.7146 GCAUGG 203.41763 UAGGUA 152.31709 

GUUGUU 429.7802 UUCUUC 201.85639 UUUGGG 152.25028 

GGUGGG 421.9362 GGUUGG 201.56562 GAGGGA 152.17777 

UUCUUU 417.1889 UCUUUC 201.28289 UCUUUG 151.72763 

UUUCUU 413.657 AGGUAG 200.6577 UAGCUU 150.20017 

UGGGGG 408.8533 UUUGGU 200.05073 UUAGGG 149.915 

UUGUUG 408.8463 UUUUUC 197.60083 GUAGUG 149.53153 

UGUUUU 402.4877 GUUAGU 196.75718 UUGUUA 149.24837 

GUGGGG 387.6117 GAGGGU 195.90361 UCUCUU 148.85082 

UUUUGU 378.2952 UGUGUA 194.54951 CUUGUU 148.69779 

GUUUUU 374.9262 UAGGUU 190.03351 UGUUCU 148.67597 

GGGGGU 358.1141 GUUGGG 188.37356 UUUAGU 148.25585 

GUUUUG 337.2124 UUAGGU 188.28427 GUCUUU 147.74085 

UCUUUU 328.6412 GUUUGG 187.74257 GUGUUG 147.0623 

UUUUUG 317.5502 GGGUAG 185.4495 AGUUAG 146.75235 

GCAUGC 315.4275 GUAGUU 185.38916 UGGUGG 145.72813 

GGAGGG 314.974 GGUUUG 181.28683 AGGGGU 143.59097 

UUUUCU 308.1112 AGGGGG 180.10684 UGUAGU 143.50158 

GGGGGG 305.4172 GGGGUU 179.11923 GGGGAU 142.71912 

GGGGAG 300.1102 UGGUUU 178.25857 GGGGCG 141.16748 

GUGCAU 298.8997 UGGGGA 177.35009 UGGUUG 141.05974 
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GGGGGA 295.8128 AGGGUG 177.01634 AUUUGU 137.70406 

UGUGUU 293.8339 UUUAGG 176.35861 AUGUUU 136.88401 

GUGGGU 278.2834 CUUUCU 176.0963 AGGGAG 136.85629 

UUGUGU 273.1116 GUGGGA 175.72512 GCGGGG 136.46884 

UUGGGG 271.7384 GUUGUG 174.3752 UAGUUG 136.06086 

UUGCAU 265.4616 AUGCAU 174.07255 UUGUUC 135.8931 

GGGUGU 254.7055 UGUAGG 173.16018 UUGCUU 135.76518 

UGUGGG 254.2574 GGGAUG 172.7722 CUUUGU 134.34345 

UUGGUU 249.2252 GUUAGG 172.28529 GCUUUU 133.7989 

AUGUGU 248.8 UGUUAG 171.73165 CGGGGG 133.70695 

UUUGUG 240.383 AGCAUG 170.05667 GGGUUU 133.42023 

UGGGGU 239.6743 UCUUGU 169.3378 GGGGGC 133.06297 

GUGUUU 238.4204 UUGGGU 169.0445 UAGGGG 132.15111 

GUUCUU 238.4045 CAUGUG 168.62104 GCUUGU 131.6767 

UAGUUU 234.154 GGUAGU 167.2867 AUGGGU 131.32235 

CUUCUU 231.784 UAGGGU 167.16055 UCUUAG 130.82037 

UCUUCU 230.0058 GUGUGG 166.98613 GUGUGC 130.34798 

UGUAUG 228.1947 UGGGUU 162.74319 GUGGUU 130.0526 

GGGUUG 228.1278 GUAGGU 162.74142 GGUGUU 127.55886 

GGUUUU 226.8295 UUGUAG 162.13488 UGUUUA 127.08005 

GUGUAG 221.8768 UUCUUG 159.76662 UAGGGA 126.49652 

GAGGGG 221.2297 AUGGGG 157.96138   

GUGUAU 220.0392 UUUUAG 156.2937   

UUUUGG 216.7935 UUCUUA 155.85392   
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Abstract 

Low complexity domains in RNA-binding proteins can engage in homotypic and 

heterotypic interactions that drive their phase separation into higher-order structures. 

However, the molecular determinants of how these associations occur and their 

physiological roles remain unknown for most of these proteins. The Rbfox family of 

RNA-binding proteins self-assemble into higher-orders structures through a tyrosine-

rich, low complexity C2 region within their C-terminal domain. This property is critical for 

Rbfox’s ability to activate splicing of a subset of its targets. However, the sequence 

determinants of Rbfox’s self-assembly have not been fully investigated. Here we 

examine what sequences and parts of the Rbfox2 C2 region contribute to its 

oligomerization via size-exclusion chromatography and co-immunoprecipitation assays. 

We find that the first half of C2, C2(1-29), which consists of the first twenty-nine amino 

acids, can oligomerize even more than the full length C2 region. In contrast, the last half 

of C2, C2(30-59), which consists of the last thirty amino acids, loses the ability to 

oligomerize. Furthermore, serine mutations at tyrosine residues clustered in different 

parts of C2 diminish homo-oligomerization but retain binding to a wildtype copy. The 

findings and approaches we present inform future investigations of how Rbfox self-

assembles into higher-order structures.  
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Introduction  

Proteins usually adopt a stable three-dimensional structure that is tightly linked to 

their function. However, many proteins also contain intrinsically disordered regions 

(IDRs) that are more flexible and fluctuate rapidly across a series of conformations 

(Oldfield & Dunker, 2014). These regions often contain amino acid sequences of low 

complexity that can be biased in their composition (Kato et al., 2022). IDRs are involved 

in a wide variety of cellular processes such as transcription, cellular signaling, and 

stress responses (Wright & Dyson, 2015). Many of these regions engage in homotypic 

or heterotypic interactions to phase separate into membranelles organelles such as the 

nucleolus, Cajal bodies, and nuclear speckles in the nucleus and stress granules, P-

bodies, and germ granules in the cytoplasm (Shin & Brangwynne, 2017). However, the 

molecular determinants of how these structures are formed are not fully understood.  

RNA-binding proteins (RBPs), in particular, are enriched in low complexity 

domains and mutations in these regions are often linked to neurodegenerative diseases 

(Zhao et al., 2021). For example, TDP-43 is an RBP implicated in amyotrophic lateral 

sclerosis (ALS) and frontotemporal dementia (FTD). This protein undergoes phase 

separation through forming labile cross-β interactions via a low complexity domain in its 

c-terminus (Zhou et al., 2022). Similar forms of cross-β associations are also important 

for homotypic interactions of the RNA binding proteins FUS, also involved in ALS and 

FTD, and hnRNP A2, implicated in multisystem proteinopathy (Lu et al., 2024; Murray et 

al., 2017). However, there is also evidence indicating that the interactions that drive the 

self-assembly of these proteins are more complex than cross-β interactions. An 

alternative model for these associations is a sticker-and-spacer model taken from 
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polymer theory. This models posits there are “sticky” amino acids that protrude out from 

a linear side-chain and form associations with other sticky amino acids on another side-

chain leading to the phase separation of these proteins (Choi et al., 2020; Murthy & 

Fawzi, 2020). There are, perhaps, diverse strategies via which IDRs self-assemble and 

phase separate. Therefore, it is crucial to investigate the underlying mechanism of self-

association in IDRs in the context of additional RBPs and understand the functional 

consequences of these interactions.  

As discussed in chapters 1 and 2, the Rbfox proteins have a low complexity 

tyrosine-rich C-terminal domain that binds to the LASR proteins and also self-

assembles into higher-order structures. Ten of these tyrosines are clustered within a 

fifty-nine amino acid region called C2. Mutation of the tyrosine residues in this region to 

serines diminishes Rbfox’s self-assembly but still retains LASR binding, indicating that 

the interactions driving Rbfox’s self-assembly are distinct from the forces driving its 

association with LASR (Ying et al., 2017). Furthermore, the tyrosine to serine mutant 

Rbfox loses ability to activate a subset of its regulatory cassette exons, providing a link 

between Rbfox’s self-assembly and its splicing activity. The C2 region also contains two 

mutually exclusive exons: the M43 exon expressed only in muscle and the B40 exon 

expressed in other tissues (Conboy, 2017). Rbfox2’s M43 exon lacks three of the 

tyrosines present in the B40 exon and the M43 isoform is less prone to form higher-

order structures. Interestingly, in myotonic dystrophy type 1 the Rbfox2 B40 isoform is 

aberrantly expressed in the heart and leads to splicing changes of ion channels and 

conduction defects (Misra et al., 2020). These studies demonstrate the importance of 

the self-assembly of Rbfox via its C2 region and point towards a need to investigate 
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what specific regions, motifs, and amino acid residues within C2 contribute to its 

oligomerization. In this chapter, we used size-exclusion chromatography and co-

immunoprecipitations assays to examine what parts and sequences within the C2 

region contribute to its self-assembly.  
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Results 

Rbfox2’s C2 region contains parts that drive and inhibit its oligomerization  

Rbfox2’s 59 amino acid C2 region was fused with an N-terminal monomeric 

Cherry (mCherry) and a C-terminal TEV cleavage site followed by a 6xHistidine tag 

(mCherry-C2(1-59)-TEV-His) and expressed as a recombinant protein in E. Coli (Fig. 

3.1A). mCherry was incorporated to increase the solubility of C2 and monitor its 

migration in the size-exclusion column; the histidine tag was used for purification via a 

nickel affinity column. SDS-PAGE and total protein staining of the purifications indicates 

high purify of the mCherry-C2(1-59)-TEV-His (Fig. S3.1A). Besides the major band 

corresponding to the full-length protein, there was also a minor smaller band, 

corresponding to a truncation product that was detected by an anti-Histag immunoblot 

but not by anti-mCherry (Fig S3.1B-C). 

The oligomerization state of purified mCherry-C2(1-59)-TEV-His was then 

assessed via size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) using a Superdex 200 column. 

Migration through the column was monitored via the absorbance of mCherry at 587 nm. 

The chromatograph shows 3 major peaks (Fig. 3.1B). The fastest migrating peak at 40 

mL, which corresponds to the column's void volume, contains 9% of the total 

absorbance and likely consists of large protein aggregates. The subsequent peak at 49 

mL, migrating close to where a 670 kDa marker protein elutes, consists of 34% of the 

protein. The third peak contains 57% of the total absorbance and elutes at 85 mL, close 

to a 44 kD marker proteins. Since the molecular weight of mCherry-C2(1-59)-TEV-His is 

35.9 kDa, the 85 mL peak likely corresponds to monomeric species. A 600-700 kD 
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assembly of this protein would, therefore, be approximately 18-20 copies of the 

monomer. 

In addition, to this fusion protein containing the entire C2 region, we also made 

fusion proteins of truncation mutants: C2(1-29), which contained the first 29 amino acids 

of C2, C2(30-59) which contained the last 30 amino acids, and C2 (1-14, 44-59) which 

contained the first 14 amino acids and last 16 amino acids (Fig. 3.1A). These proteins 

were expressed and purified in the same manner as the full length C2 and had similar 

purities as assessed by total protein staining and immunoblotting for mCherry (Fig. 

S3.1A-B). SEC of the C2(1-29) shows two peaks: a major peak of 83% of the total 

absorbance migrating at 50 mL and a smaller peak of 17% of the absorbance migrating 

at 89 mL. In contrast to C2(1-59), C2(1-29) does not come out in the void, indicating this 

protein does not form large aggregates. However, more of this protein is present as the 

600-700 kDa complex, indicating this protein has a higher propensity to oligomerize.  

In contrast, C2(30-59) mostly exist in a monomeric state. The SEC profile of this 

protein has 3 peaks: 4% absorbance at 56 mL, 3% absorbance at 67 mL, and 93% 

absorbance at 86 mL, demonstrating that the sequence in this part of C2 by itself is 

insufficient to oligomerize into the 600-700 kDa complex. C2(1-14, 44-59) also has two 

peaks migrating at 52 mL with 40% absorbance and 88 mL with 60% absorbance. Thus, 

C2(1-14, 44-59) has a monomeric to oligomerized ratio similar to C2(1-59) but does not 

form large aggregates that elute in the void volume. 

The oligomerization of C2 was also assessed via a co-immunoprecipitation 

assay. We reasoned since C2 oligomerizes, an untagged version of C2 should bind to 

and co-immunoprecipitate with an epitope tagged version (Fig. 3.1C). Therefore, we put 
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a FLAG-tag on the N-terminus of the C2 protein. This fusion protein also contained a 

monomeric enhanced GFP (mEGFP) in its N-terminus and TEV and histidine tag in its 

C-terminus as before yielding FLAG-mEGFP-C2-TEV-His. The mEGFP was put in place 

of the mCherry to allow probing for the epitope tagged version of the protein separately 

from the untagged version (if both the epitope and untagged version of the proteins had 

mCherry we would not be able to specifically detect the untagged version of the protein. 

In addition, this tag is needed to enhance the solubility of the protein). For brevity, we 

will omit the names of the tags at the C-terminus of these proteins and will refer to them 

as FLAG-GFP-C2 and mCherry-C2.  

FLAG-GFP-C2 was pre-bound to beads containing an anti-FLAG antibody. 

mCherry-C2 was then added to these beads at increasing concentrations of 0.5, 1, 5 

and 10 uM. The concentration of FLAG-mEGFP-C2 was fixed at 1 uM. In the eluates, 

mCherry was detected when it was added at 0.5 uM and increased in intensity for the 

co-IPs with the 5 and 10 uM concentrations, indicating that the mCherry-C2 protein 

binds to and co-IPs with the FLAG-mEGFP-C2 protein. We next assessed the co-

immunoprecipitation of the truncation mutants. C2(1-29) was detected in elutions 

starting at 0.5 uM and this signal increased in a concentration dependent manner. 

Furthermore, the amount of co-immunoprecipitated C2(1-29) was higher compared to 

C2(1-59), indicating that this protein has a higher affinity to bind to C2(1-59). In contrast. 

C2(30-59) was not detected in the eluates at any concentration. Co-immunoprecipitated 

C2(1-14,44-59) was detected starting at 5 uM. Together, these co-IP results show that a 

copy of C2(1-59) can bind to another copy of C2(1-59), in agreement with the ability of 

this protein to oligomerize. C2(1-29) can also bind to C2(1-59) at a seemingly higher 
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affinity. In contrast, C2(30-59) lacks the ability to bind to C2(1-59). Lastly, C2(1-14,44-

59) can also bind to C2(1-59).     

 

Figure 3.1. Rbfox2’s C2 domain contains parts that drive and inhibit its 

oligomerization.  

A) Schematic for the size-exclusion chromatography assay. Diagrams of C2 fusion 

proteins are also displayed. The C2 domain of Rbfox2 was fused with an n-terminal 

mCherry tag and a c-terminal TEV and 6xHis tags. The sequence of this domain is 

shown below the C2(1-59) fusion protein. Truncation mutations and their respective 

sequences are also shown. B) Size-exclusion chromatographs of the C2 fusion proteins 
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run on a Superdex 200 column with monitoring of absorbance of mCherry at 587 nm. 

The elution volumes of marker proteins are displayed above with their respective 

molecular weights. The volume at the center of each peak is also displayed for the 

chromatograph. The % refers to the area under the curve for a given peak divided by 

the total areas for all the peaks within a chromatograph. C) Schematic for a co-binding 

assay of C2. FLAG-mEGFP-C2-TEV-6xHis was immobilized to beads that have a FLAG 

antibody. Then mCherry-C2 protein at different concentrations was added while the 

concentration of the FLAG-mEGFP-C2 was fixed at 1 uM. Beads were washed, proteins 

were eluted via peptide elution, and the elution were examined via immunoblotting. D) 

Immunoblot against mCherry for the input and the elutions of the co-

immunoprecipitations. The concentrations of the FLAG-GFP-C2 and mCherry-C2 

proteins are displayed above each lane.  
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Differently spaced tyrosine residues in Rbfox2’s C2 domain have distinct effects 

on its self-assembly  

Previously, it was reported that mutating ten tyrosines to serines in C2 abrogated 

Rbfox’s self-assembly (Ying et al., 2017). However, the contribution of individual 

tyrosines to this process remain unclear. Some tyrosines are clustered together with 

distinct spacing patterns: tyrosines 2-4 are spaced apart by four amino acids, tyrosines 

5-7 are spaced apart by less than three amino acids, and tyrosines 8-10 have a spacing 

of three amino acids. Therefore, we investigated how C2 self-assembles when all 

tyrosines or clusters of differentially spaced tyrosines are mutated (Figure 3.2A).  

SEC of a recombinant C2 fusion protein with all nine of these tyrosine residues 

mutated to serines, C2(2-10YS), shows this protein migrates as a single monomeric 

species at 82 mL (Figure 3.2A-B). A C2(2-4YS) protein primarily migrated as a monomer 

with 93% at 84 mL. Additionally, 3% of this protein migrated with the void volume at 40 

mL, 1% eluted around 45 mL, and 3% eluted as a broad peak centered 52 mL. SEC of 

C2(5-7YS) shows 4% of this protein eluting at 40 mL retention in the void volume, 1% at 

45 mL, 2% at 54 mL, and 93% at 84 mL. Both the C2(2-4YS) and the C2(5-7YS), 

therefore, formed large aggregates in addition to smaller oligomeric complexes. A C2(8-

10YS) mutant migrated exclusively as a monomer at 84 mL, giving a similar 

chromatographic profile as the C2(2-10YS).  

The binding of the tyrosine mutants to the wildtype C2 was assessed by the co-

immunoprecipitation assay (Figure 3.1C). The C2(2-10YS) protein did not co-
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immunoprecipitate with the C2(1-59) protein at any of the concentrations tested. In 

contrast, all three of the C2(2-4YS), C2(5-7YS), and C2(8-10YS) were detected when 

they were added at both 5 and 10 uM. The C2(8-10YS) also shows a faint band present 

at 0.5 and 1 uM. Overall, the co-binding of the three proteins is not substantially 

different from one another and the differences can be due to variations in the 

immunoblot procedure.  
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Figure 3.2. Differently spaced tyrosine residues in Rbfox2’s C2 domain have 

specific effects on its self-assembly.  

A) Diagrams of fusion recombinant proteins containing different tyrosine to serine 

mutations in C2. The sequence of the wildtype C2 is displayed at the top and all the 

tyrosines in the sequence are displayed in blue. The serine mutations are shown in red 

in the sequences below. B) Size-exclusion chromatographs of the C2 proteins run on 

the superdex 200 column with absorbance of mCherry monitered at 587 nm. The 

retention volumes and percentages are displayed as described in the legend for figure 

3-1D. C) mCherry immunoblots for co-immunoprecipation of the C2 tyrosine mutants 
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with the FLAG-GFP-C2 protein. Concentrations of the proteins are indicated above 

each lane.  
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Discussion  

Sequence determinants of C2 oligomerization   

Homotypic interactions mediated by low complexity domains of RNA binding 

proteins contribute to their physiological and pathological roles. Previously, it was shown 

that Rbfox’s C-terminal domain contains 10 tyrosines within its C2 region that drive its 

self-assembly and are important for its ability to stimulate splicing. Here, we developed 

two tandem approaches to examine the sequence determinants of Rbfox’s self-

assembly. Using size-exclusion chromatography and co-immunoprecipitation studies we 

tested the oligomerization of different truncation mutants of the C2 region. We found 

that the first half of C2, C2(1-29), oligomerizes even more than full length C2. In 

contrast, the last half of the C2, C2(30-59), loses its ability to oligomerize. A 

recombinant protein containing the first fourteen amino acids and the last sixteen amino 

acids, C2(1-14, 44-59), was also able to oligomerize similar to the full-length protein but 

not as well as C2(1-29). 

 Six tyrosines are in C2(1-29) compared to five tyrosines in C2(30-59). Given the 

large differences between the oligomerization states of the two proteins, it is unlikely 

that the number of tyrosines by itself is sufficient to explain their different properties. 

Therefore, there might be other amino acid residues or structural features within C2(1-

29) that drive its self-assembly. The B40 exon which was previously shown to be 

important for Rbfox2’s self-assembly is located within C2(1-29). When this exon is 

swapped with M43, Rbfox’s ability is greatly diminished even though there are only a 

difference of three tyrosines between B40 and M43 (Ying et al., 2017). Therefore, there 

might exist motifs or structural features within the B40 that are essential for 
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oligomerization of Rbfox. SEC of a recombinant protein with just the B40 exon, in the 

same mCherry-TEV-His backbone as the other C2 proteins forms, indicates this protein 

can oligomerize (data not shown). Examining oligomerization of B40 truncation mutants 

might yield a minimal motif that drives self-assembly.  

An intriguing feature of C2(1-29) is its ability to oligomerize more than the full 

length C2(1-59). Right after where the C2(1-29) sequence ends there is a proline 

followed by a repeating sequence of alanines. This rigid proline perhaps separates 

features that drive self-assembly from those that act antagonistically. It would be 

interesting to assess the oligomerization of recombinant proteins containing C2(1-29) 

fused to a proline and repeating alanines.  

The tyrosines in C2 are clearly important for its self-assembly. Mutation of nine of 

these tyrosines to serines yields an exclusively monomeric protein. However, the C2(2-

4YS) and C2(5-7YS) proteins were still able to homo-oligomerize, although to a much 

smaller extent. These proteins also co-immunoprecipitated with an epitope tagged 

wildtype C2 fusion protein. Interestingly, the C2(8-10YS) protein also loses the ability to 

oligomerize, yet co-immunoprecipitates with wildtype C2. Homo-oligomerization of C2 

into a stable 600-700 kDa complex might therefore require different interactions from 

those that lead to co-immunoprecipitation.  

Structural studies should also be considered in future studies of C2 self-

assembly. SEC of full length C2 shows large aggregates, a 600-700 kDa oligomer, and 

monomeric species. These states are likely in equilibrium, with the large aggregates 

very heterogenous, complicating potential structural studies. In contrast, C2(1-29) exists 

as either a 600-700 kDa oligomer or a monomer. Since the peak of 600-700 kDa 
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oligomer is tightly defined in the chromatograph and not broadly distributed, it might be 

sufficiently homogenous for structural studies. Examining C2(1-29)with electron 

microscopy would be a reasonable starting point to assess the feasibility of this 

approach. An alternative approach to gaining structural information would be to test 

more truncation mutants until a smaller region of 6-10 amino acids is defined. Regions 

of this size that form homotypic interactions can be amenable to X-ray crystallography 

as previously applied to FUS, hnRNP A1, and nup98 (Hughes et al., 2018).  

Co-immunoprecipitation assay of C2  

 Most studies utilize droplet formation assay to examine what features of a protein 

cause it to phase separate. However, the Rbfox proteins by themselves do not seem to 

form liquid droplets using these assays and instead form aggregates that appear to be 

more solid; this property makes the Rbfox proteins hard to study via droplet assays. We 

reasoned that if a protein self-assembles through homotypic interactions an untagged 

copy of a protein should co-immunoprecipitate with an epitope tagged copy. Therefore, 

we developed a co-immunoprecipitation assay to test binding of C2 mutants to wildtype 

C2. This assay shows clear differences of binding between the deletion mutants that 

also agree with the findings from size-exclusion chromatography. However, at this point 

this assay is qualitative and can be refined to give out quantitative measurements of the 

binding affinities. On approach would be to utilize a binding assay used to determine the 

affinity of GST-2/3/A, which is part of the tail of Acanthamoeba myosin-I, for the amoeba 

Arp2/3 complex (Pollard, 2010). With this approach, the mCherry-C2 concentration 

would be fixed and then different concentrations of the FLAG-GFP-C2 bound to beads 

would be added to this solution starting from a concentration suspected to be below the 
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Kd and increasing the concentration until all the mCherry-C2 gets bound to beads. This 

approach would allow for construction of a binding curve and determination of an 

equilibrium constant.  

 Droplet formation assays are also limited to testing one mutation at a time. 

However, the co-immunoprecipitation assay we have developed has the potential to be 

multiplexed to allow testing of hundreds to thousands of variants. There have been 

recent developments of peptide barcodes that allow one to tag different proteins with 

unique identifiers and test their binding to a ligand simultaneously (Egloff et al., 2019). 

The co-immunoprecipitation assay we have described here is amenable to this 

approach. High throughput DNA synthesis can be used to synthesize sequences of C2 

variants with distinct barcodes. These proteins can then be expressed in a pool and 

purified. The binding of this pool of barcoded proteins to C2 can then be assessed via 

co-immunoprecipitation and analysis with mass spectrometry. However, the co-

immunoprecipitation assay would need to be quantitative for this approach to be 

plausible. As aforementioned, development of a quantitative co-immunoprecipitation 

assay would be very useful.  
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Methods  

Table 3.1. Antibodies  

mCherry Thermo Fisher Scientific MA5-15257 

GFP Abcam  ab290 

Histag  Thermo Fisher Scientific MA1-21315 

 

Plasmid construction         

The mEGFP in the pET28a-mEGFP-TEV-6xHis plasmid that was previously constructed 

was replaced with an mCherry via restriction cloning to yield pET28a-mCherry-TEV-

6xHis (Ying et al., 2017). C2 region of Rbfox2 was PCR amplified from a pET28a-

Rbfox2-TE with primers containing EcoRI and XhoI cut sites. This amplicon was then 

digested and ligated into the pET28a-mCherry-TEV-6xHis backbone using EcoRI and 

XhoI to yield pET28a-mCherry-C2-TEV-6xHis. The C2 deletion and tyrosine mutants 

were derived from this parental vector via site-directed mutagenesis PCR using primers 

shown in table 1. The C2 fragment was also cloned into the pET28a-mEGFP-TEV-6xHis 

plasmid via restriction cloning as described above to yield pET28a-mEGFP-C2-TEV-

6xHis.  

Recombinant protein expression and purification 

Proteins expression was induced in BL21(DE3) E. Coli with 0.5 mM IPTG at 18C for 16 

hours. Bacterial pellets were pelleted via centrifugation, resuspended in binding buffer 

(50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 500 mM NaCl, 25 mM imidazole), and lysed via sonication. 

This lysate was cleared via centrifugation and the supernatant was subsequently 

applied to a HisTrap HP 5ml column (Cytiva Life Sciences) equilibrated with the binding 

buffer via the AKTA system (Cytiva Life Sciences). The columns were washed with 5 

column volumes of the binding buffer and then a linear gradient of the elution buffer (50 
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mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 500 mM NaCl, 500 mM imidazole) was applied to the column to 

elute the proteins. Elution of proteins was monitored via absorbance of mCherry at 587 

nm and the fractions that contained solutions that absorbed in this range were pooled 

together. These pooled fractions were concentrated via Amicon Ultra centrifugal filters,  

(Millipore), buffer exchanged with storage buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 150 mM 

NaCl), flash frozen with liquid nitrogen, and stored at -80°C. Concentration of proteins 

was determined via absorbance at 280nm.  

Size exclusion chromatography 

Superdex HiLoad 16/600 200 prep grade column (Cytiva) was equilibrated with storage 

buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl). A solution containing 250 ug of each 

protein of interest in storage buffer was prepared and centrifuged at 20k rcf for 10 mins. 

The supernatant was applied to the column and the absorbance at 587 nm was 

monitored to determine the elution fraction of proteins. The marker proteins consisted of 

a standard containing thyroglobulin, bovine γ-globulin, chicken ovalbumin, equine 

myoglobin, and vit B12, MW 1,350–670,000 (Bio-rad Gel Filtration Standard #1511901).   

Co-immunoprecipitation assays   

FLAG-GFP-C2 was mixed with anti-FLAG magnetic agarose beads and rotated for one 

hour at room temperature. The beads were subsequently washed three times with 

binding buffer and distributed to yield 6.25 ul of beads containing 1 uM FLAG-GFP-C2 

per immunoprecipitation. Different concentrations of mCherry-C2 were added to the 

beads for each condition and this mixture was rotated for one hour at room temperature. 

Post-immunoprecipitation washes were performed three times with the binding buffer. 

Elution buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 1.5 mg/mL 3x FLAG peptide) was 
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then added to the beads and this solution was mixed for a total of fifteen minutes at 

1000 rpm in intervals of fifteen seconds on and forty-five seconds off. The supernatant 

was collected as the eluate. 
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Supplementary data  

 

Supplementary Figure 3.1. Protein analysis of C2 fusion proteins. 

A) Coomasie stained SDS-PAGE of mCherry-C2(1-59)-TEV-6xHis, mCherry-C2(30-59)-

TEV-6xHis, mCherry-C2(1-14, 45-59)-TEV-6xHis, mCherry-C2(1-29)-TEV-6xHis, 

mEGFP-C2(1-29)-TEV-6xHis. B) Immunoblots of mCherry-C2(1-59)-TEV-6xHis, 

mCherry-C2(30-59)-TEV-6xHis, mCherry-C2(1-14, 45-59)-TEV-6xHis, mCherry-C2(1-

29)-TEV-6xHis with an anti-RFP antibody. C) Immunoblot of mCherry-C2(1-59)-TEV-

6xHis using an anti-Histag antibody. D) Immunoblot of mEGFP-C2(1-29)-TEV-6xHis 

using an anti-GFP antibody.  
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There has been a longstanding interest in deciphering a “splicing code” that 

determines choices of splice sites in different cell types and biological states (Bao et al., 

2019; Barash et al., 2010; Fu, 2004). A key to this code will be to understand how 

regulatory RNA-binding proteins (RBPs) bind to their cis-regulatory RNA motifs. Most 

studies have focused on generating binding maps of individual RBPs and correlating 

their binding patterns with their activity. However, it is known that RBPs can form 

complexes with one another and influence how each other bind to RNA and it has been 

more difficult to assess how combinations of RBPs recognize their transcriptomic 

targets (Ule & Blencowe, 2019). In chapter 2, we demonstrate that the Rbfox1/LASR 

complex binds to its transcriptomic targets via interactions with RNA motifs that bind to 

Rbfox and the LASR subunits hnRNP M, hnRNP H/F, hnRNP C, and Matrin3. These 

motifs often occur in homotypic or heterotypic tandem repeats, likely facilitating a high 

affinity interaction by the complex through multi-site contacts of the RNA binding 

domains in the complex with the repeats of the RNA motifs.  

We delineated the Rbfox binding sites by examining the RNA in complex with 

LASR bound to an RNA binding mutant F125A Rbfox1. However, we have yet to 

perform experimental analysis of sites bound by LASR. One approach to this problem, 

would be to perform CLIP on each individual subunit of LASR from the same cell type 

where the IP-seq was performed. This approach would allow for comparison of 

crosslinked sites of individual subunits of LASR to the IP-seq protected sites for the 

entire complex to better understand which sites protected by the complex interact with 

which specific subunits. Although this assay would be of great value, the CLIP would be 
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for the entire population of a given subunit and most LASR subunits exist in additional 

states besides LASR, complicating the interpretation of this data.  

An alternative approach would be to purify the LASR complex after UV 

crosslinking cells and perform a tandem purification of a subunit of interest after the 

initial round of purification. We have already demonstrated that the complex can indeed 

be purified after UV crosslinking (data not shown) but have not tried a tandem 

purification of a subunit after this initial round of purification. A challenge in a tandem 

purification is to achieve high purity for the subunit of interest. A given subunit must 

either be tagged via an affinity tag or purified with an endogenous antibody. Purification 

with an endogenous antibody limits the wash conditions used in the purification. We 

have observed that the LASR complex is resistant to at least washes with 1M NaCl. 

Therefore, it is probably a better choice to use an affinity tag to increase the stringency 

of the wash conditions. In particular, the HaloTag and Spytag systems are attractive 

options as they allow covalent capture of a protein of interest and therefore washes with 

denaturing conditions (Guo et al., 2024).  

Another approach would be to do IP-seq on LASR containing different RNA 

binding mutants of its subunits. This approach is not as straightforward as we have 

done with Rbfox, since the LASR subunits hnRNP M, hnRNP H/F, hnRNP C, and 

Matrin3 all contain multiple RNA binding domains. Furthermore, their RNA binding 

domains are less characterized than Rbfox’s RNA binding domain and it is not clear 

how to generate mutants with reduced affinities for their motifs. Therefore, additional 

biochemical characterization of the RNA binding domains of the LASR proteins would 

be helpful before doing IP-seq with mutants.   
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An alternative approach would be to knockdown or knockout subunits of interest 

and then perform IP-seq in cells where these subunits are not expressed. These 

proteins can readily be knockdown down via shRNA and siRNA strategies. However, 

these strategies might be challenging to scale-up for IP-seq experiments that typically 

require more material needed than a typical knockdown experiment. Alternatively, a 

degron system can be applied where individual subunits are homozygously tagged with 

a degron tag and addition of an inducer would trigger rapid degradation of all the tagged 

proteins (Yesbolatova et al., 2020). We have already applied this system to test 

degradation of hnRNP M and have seen positive results (data not shown). A final 

approach would be to use CRISPR/Cas9 to knockout a subunit of interest. This 

approach might be complicated since some of the subunits will be essential for the cell’s 

growth and survival. Nonetheless, there is at least one report of a HEK293 knockout line 

of hnRNP M (Cao et al., 2019). Intriguingly, knocking down each subunit raises 

additional questions: will LASR still be intact after a given subunit is absent? What are 

the core subunits of LASR? How does absence of a subunit affect splicing of LASR 

targets? These questions by themselves will constitute a large undertaking and can 

build an understanding of what the roles of individual subunits of LASR are.  

We observed that there are cis-regulatory RNA modules bound by Rbfox1/LASR 

that regulate a set of exons in HEK293 cells. But it is not clear what the physiological 

roles of these modules in different cellular processes and cell types are. Rbfox/LASR is 

present in the brain. It will be interesting to do IP-seq of the Rbfox/LASR complexes in 

the brain and analyze their regulatory sites. Rbfox activates a set of exons in neuronal 

development through association with secondary motifs (Begg et al., 2020). We found 
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that recruitment to these secondary sites can be affected by binding of LASR to other 

nearby elements in HEK293 cells. Therefore, it will be interesting to look at what motifs 

are enriched adjacent to functional Rbfox secondary motifs in development. There has 

been little investigation of LASR outside of the brain. Therefore, it is important to assess 

the composition of LASR in different tissues. It is clear that Rbfox plays essential roles 

in heart, muscle, liver and the pancreas. But it is not known if it associates with LASR in 

these tissues and if it does what the composition of the LASR present in these tissues 

are. Assessing the composition of LASR subunits in different tissues and their RNA 

binding can provide important information about the roles that these individual subunits 

play.  

Finally, as discussed in chapter 2, it would be interesting to assess how the self-

assembly of Rbfox affects binding of Rbfox/LASR to its targets. Is each protected site 

bound to a single Rbfox/LASR complex or can the same complex protected multiple 

sites? Furthermore, how does inhibiting the self-assembly of the complex affect its 

target recognition and splicing activity? Determining the sequences that drive Rbfox’s 

self-assembly as outlined in chapter 3 can guide making mutants that lack this self-

assembly and subsequent tests of their binding and activity. Furthermore, if a mutant 

Rbfox does not homo-oligomerize yet still binds to LASR, it can be used to purify unit 

complexes of Rbfox/LASR that are homogenous enough for structural studies with 

Cryo-EM.  
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